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As I imagine was the case with all of my predecessors, it

was a great honour and immensely exciting to be invited to

become President of the GA, but at the same time a shock,

surprise and somewhat daunting. Having said this, I am

aware of what the role involves having been on Council for

the last five years, serving as Chair of the Publications &

Communication Committee, Vice President and Senior Vice

President, as well as being an Editor for the PGA for almost 3

years. During this time, I have learnt a great deal from past

presidents David Bridgland, Rory Mortimore and Haydon

Bailey whom I would like to thank for their

excellent stewardship of the GA during a

period of technological and economic

challenge. The result of the recent

referendum confirms that ‘change’ is here

to stay and the GA will need to continue to

evolve in order to remain relevant, visible,

credible, accessible and financially viable.

There is a great deal of expertise,

enthusiasm and skill on Council, in the GA

office and amongst the many members that

organise, deliver and participate in GA

events and initiatives across the country

and I am sure that everyone is committed

to ensuring that the GA continues to thrive

in future. So what has been going on since

the last presidential update from Haydon?

Planning for the Annual Conference, The

Jurassic Coast: Geoscience and Education,

to be held on Portland on 21-22 October, is

well underway, as are plans for the 2017

Annual Conference which will be held in

Cardiff. Rhian Kendall, who recently joined Council, is

providing the link between Council and the local organising

committee in Wales. Very excitingly, we are also planning a

Student Symposium to be held in Burlington House on 19

May 2017. Over the years, awareness amongst students of

the GA and what it offers in terms of research awards,

monthly lectures and field trips has waned and we are

seeking to re-establish the strong relationship between the

GA and students that has existed in the past. Planning for the

Festival of Geology is of course also underway and my thanks

go to everyone involved. As soon as one Festival is over

planning for the next one starts – think of painting the Forth

Bridge! This year, in response to the feedback you provided,

we are booking a larger lecture theatre to allow more people

to attend the lectures which seem to get more popular each

year. On a sad note, many of you will have known Bob Symes

(GA President 1996-1998) who died earlier this year. Dick

Moody, who succeeded Bob as President, is planning a

commemorative meeting to be held on 8th December 2016.

I am sure everyone at the GA wishes him well in organising

a successful meeting, so please look out for details as they

emerge. As for our own regular lectures, I would like to thank

Colin Summerhayes and Lidia Lonergan for two fascinating

and very well attended lectures – remember they can still be

viewed on line.  

In July, Di Clements, Sarah Stafford and I met with the

Geological Society. They were represented by Malcolm

Brown, their new President, Sarah Frey, Executive Secretary

and Nic Bilham, Director of Policy and Communication and we

had an extremely positive and productive meeting. We

discussed the implications of Brexit on our interests, the

planned Student Symposium, collaboration to update the

existing Code for Fieldwork, and how best to ensure that we

continue to promote each other’s events and

initiatives.  

In June, I attended part of the UNESCO

evaluation mission sent to assess the

application for a Black Country Global

Geopark. The assessors from China and

Finland were clearly impressed with the

geology and heritage management they saw

and I was able to ensure them that the GA

was supportive of this well planned initiative

that sets out to promote geology and make it

more accessible to all. A decision on the

application should be known in Spring 2017.

A few days later, I was back in the Black

Country, this time leading a GA trip with

Graham Worton of Dudley Museum and Art

Gallery. Those that attended were wonderfully

enthusiastic and whilst the Goring Gap trip

the previous week travelled by boat on the

surface, we took to the underground

limestone caverns in our canal boat! We also

visited the Wren’s Nest National Nature

Reserve which celebrates 60 years as an NNR this year, and

enjoyed the spectacular Silurian reefs now set within a sea of

housing.  Finally, we visited the internationally important

Silurian collections at Dudley Museum, probably the last time

that a GA group will see these collections in their current

setting.  Dudley Museum is scheduled to close at the end of

2016, with plans for the collection yet to be confirmed. The

most likely scenario is that they will be moved to the new

Archive Building which is just out of the town centre - but will

they be properly curated, displayed and open to the public?

The GA will be doing what we can to argue the case.  

I will finish on geoconservation, which some of you will be

aware is my area of expertise as an employee of Natural

England. I know from my own experience that the GA has a

long history of interest and participation in geoconservation

and I am keen to see greater recognition for the role the GA

plays, and could play, in conserving, managing and

promoting great geological sites. After all, without such sites,

where would geological science, education and the activities

of the GA be? The GA makes a significant contribution to

geoconservation and should be proud to tell people about it!

I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible on

Portland in October and at the Festival in November.

FROM THE PRESIDENT Dr Colin Prosser

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 15, No.3 2016 3
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By the time you read this most of you will have returned

from your summer holidays. If you have taken interesting

photographs, it is not too late to enter them for the GA

Photographic competition, deadline 23rd September. The

rules and entry form are printed on the back of the address

label. The photographs will be displayed as usual at the

Annual Festival of Geology and the winners announced at a

time to be scheduled on the

programme. We hope that several of

the entries will be selected for the

2017 calendar which will be on sale at

the Festival. The date is easy to

remember: 5th of November. Details of

the talks and the Festival trips on

Sunday 6th November are advertised

elsewhere in this edition of the GA

Magazine. Our trip this year to Crystal

Palace to see the conserved ‘Iggy’ and

to look at, and discuss, the other

beasts has been opened up to families.

As usual we will hold our Annual

Groups Meeting at Burlington House

the day before; Friday 4th November.

It is not too late to book up for the

GA Conference on the Isle of Portland

(Friday October 21st with field trips on

Saturday October 22nd). The

conference will address The Jurassic

Coast - Geoscience and education with

talks from many well-known

names including our ex-

President Rory Mortimore.

Details are on p.16 and online

booking is possible through

the GA website:   

www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/conferencebooking.html.

One of the field attractions is a visit to the Museum of Jurassic

Marine Life housing Steve Etches’ wonderful collection of

fossils collected by him in Kimmeridge Bay. Our

congratulations go to the Jurassic Coast team who have

recently won a Royal Geographical Society Award.

On p.24 you will see an advertisement for the GA Research

Awards. I do encourage you to send details to anyone you

think might qualify. The deadline for applications is 15th

November. We are changing the rules so that applicants no

longer need to have been a member for 6 months before

applying; they can sign up on application. Last year we had

so few applications and Council felt this was one of the

reasons. Most of the grants given are from bequests, a few of

which do not require GA membership. It hardly seems

possible, but it is also time to start thinking about

nominations for our own prizes to be

awarded at the AGM in May 2017. Full

details of all the awards and prizes we

give are available on our website:

www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/

awards.html and details of our own

prizes will be outlined in the December

magazine (deadline 15th January).

You will be aware that most of our

monthly lectures are available to listen

to via the Members Page of the GA

website. Council have decided to make

those lectures that are more than a

year old open to the general public so

these ones are now also available

under Events/Lectures. One of our

Council Members, Gerald Lucy, has

been producing attractive coloured

fliers for each of the lectures and these

will be on display in the lobby of the

Geological Society and will be emailed

as a link to members and groups as

well as being displayed on the

website. Non-members are

welcome to attend although if

they become regular

attendees we encourage them

to become members of the

Association.

There are still a number of GA trips listed in the Circular to

the end of December and overseas trips going into 2017. The

week 8th -16th October is Earth Science Week and events

around the country will be listed on the Geological Society

website. There are small grants available for participating

groups. The GA will have a stand at the Sidmouth Festival on

Saturday 15th October as part of Earth Science Week.  We do

hope you will be able to enjoy some of these events.

REPORT FROM COUNCIL By: Diana Clements

Our ‘William Whitakers’ (alias David Bridgland & Peter
Worsley) on the Caversham Princess after revisiting
Whitaker’s 1895 trip along the Thames through the

Goring Gap. Over 100 members from the GA and other
groups joined the trip. Many thanks to Peter for

initiating and organising it.

STOP PRESS
Advance notice of the GA conference in 2017: Next year’s GA Annual conference will be held in South Wales on the

weekend of the 21st and 22nd of October 2017.

A day of lectures will be held at the National Museum of Wales on the 21st with field trips arranged across South Wales

on the 22nd, on the subject of ‘Climate, past, present and future’.

Registration will open in April 2017 and more information will be available next year. We look forward to welcoming you

to Wales next year. Rhian Kendall (Member of GA Council, sent on behalf of the organising committee in Wales).

ERRATA - CORRECTION

In GA Magazine Volume 15 (2), June 2016; on page 6:

Ivor Tupper Award, two recipients, Jamie Price and James Williams of Cardiff University.

This award is for a deserving undergraduate in their second, third or fourth year at university, studying    

Geology, Earth Science.
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We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association:

Elected June 2016 - August 2016

Paul Armitage                    Richard Aumonier       Gary Braun                 John Gerner                    Robert Givens

Simon Gozzard                  Ingrid Linney              Tara Love                    Margaret Onians              Lucia Perez Diaz 

David Preston                   John Spring               Alison Ure                  

Deaths

During the past three months we have been made aware of, and are sad to report, the death of the following of members:

  Mr Wyndham B Evans         Prof. Grosvenor Rex Davis  Mr David I. Wharton

  Mr. Colin Stewart Exley        Peggy Morris                     Anthony Quenet 

Please notify us of any members that have died that you are aware of. We are always keen for short obituaries and/or a

photograph - so if you feel you would like to write one, please get in touch with the office.

GA CONTACTS from July 2016

Executive Secretary: Sarah Stafford admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk 
GA Magazine Editor: Dr Liam Gallagher gamagazine@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

President: Dr Colin Prosser president@geologistsassociation.org.uk
Treasurer: Dr Graham Williams gatreasurer@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Awards Panel Secretary: Barbara Cumbers awards@geologistsassociation.org.uk 
Field Meetings Secretary: Geoff Swann fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Curry Fund Secretary: Susan Brown curryfund@geologistsassociation.org.uk 
Rockwatch Chairman: Susan Brown Rockwatch@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

Geologists' Association 
Geology Photographic Competition 2016 
 

 

A great opportunity for imaginative photography!  Geology is all around us impacting on 
our daily lives.  It's in our shopping baskets, our homes and our streets as well as on 
mountains, volcanoes, beaches and quarries. 
 

Anyone can enter and your pictures may have been taken at any time. 
 

Send us your chosen photographs (up to 3) on any geological topic.  These will be put 
on display at the Festival of Geology, University College London on 5 November 2016. 
 

First Prize £100,  Second Prize £50,  3rd Prize £25 
 

Your entries will also be considered for inclusion in the 2017 GA Calendar which will be 
on sale at the Festival and may be published in the Geologists' Association magazine and 
used for publicising and promoting the work of the Association (full credit will be given). 
 

Please note the closing date of Friday 23 September 2016. 
 

An entry form can be found on the back of the address label that came with this 
magazine.  Entry forms are also available on the GA website 
www.geologistsassociation.org.uk or by telephoning the GA office on 020 7434 9298. 
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In this address, the President told the

second half of the story of foraminifera,

dealing with the planktonic forms. These can

be seen as a bubbly ectoplasm forming a

frothy capsule supported by radiating spines

around the test. Their life expectancy is

generally between 15-28 days, though

possibly longer in deeper water forms –

possibly up to a year. Most have masses of

symbiotic algae (Zoothanthellae), which

migrate in and out of the test along the

spines in time with the daily solar cycle.  They can also be

vigorously omnivorous.  Unlike benthonic forms, they do not

reproduce asexually.

In the late 1800s, the Challenger Expeditions (1872-76)

made many discoveries to lay the foundations of

oceanography. The foraminifera were analysed by T.H.

Huxley, with the first reports published in 1877. The modern-

day organisms are photogenic, diverse and grossly abundant.

But how did they get to where they are now?

The evolution of planktonic foraminifera from benthonic

species began during the early Jurassic. Between 1997 and

2009, the number of planktonic species recognised in the

Jurassic increased from 4 to 14, within the genera

Conoglobigerina, Praegubkinella and Globuligerina. Members

of the genus Conoglobigerina evolve through into Favusella

during the Early Cretaceous. During the Toarcian, the anoxic

zone in sediments was not the place to be and this caused

opportunist species such as Oberhauserella quadrilobata to

move from purely benthonic to a partial planktonic mode of

life.

Simmons et al. (1997) suggested that some benthonic

rotaliid species were often residents on the seafloor. When

they reproduce, they become planktonic just before and

during reproduction with progeny released into the sea close

to the parent; the last chamber becomes inflated just before

reproduction.

From 135Ma to 95Ma, there were simple globigerine

planktonics with simple globular chambers (3 or 4) around a

central axis. During the Albian, we start to pick up more

diversified chamber arrangements. At this time the Tethyan

Ocean was closing, the Atlantic was not yet open and India

and Madagascar were just coming off South Africa.

Benthonics were all in the shallow water shelf margin. Sea

levels were getting higher than ever before or subsequently

(at least since the early Palaeozoic) and foraminifera started

to move into deeper water during the mid-Cretaceous. A

further oceanic anoxic event (OAE2) causing the deposition of

the Plenus Marls (Cenomanian/Turonian boundary) caused

Rotalipora to become extinct as this form was living at deeper

levels in the water column. During the Cenomanian -

Maastrichtian there was rapid development of deep-water

forms.

Modern-day planktonics fall into 4 main groups: 1. simple

globular shells in shallow water down to 100m; 2. simple

keeled shells in waters at 150-200m; 3. biconvex keeled

shells in waters from 200m - 300m; and 4. plano-convex

forms in waters at 450-500m.

Hart & Bailey (1979) applied this same

depth stratification to Late Cretaceous

planktonic forms and recognised 4

subdivisions of the water column, with high-

spired forms at depth such as Rosita

fornicata. Evolutionary trends in the mid-

Cretaceous are repeated during the Late

Cretaceous as identified by Hart (1980). The

K-T extinction event knocked out most

foraminifera.

In the Palaeogene, planktonic foraminifera get over

whatever happened at the end of the Cretaceous and start

again where they left off, with an initial reversion to a simple

globular morphology as it was the shallow-water forms which

survived. In the Palaeocene and Eocene, foraminifera re-

inhabit deeper waters and there is very rapid evolution in the

Palaeocene. At 55Ma, there was a sudden warming due to

sub-sea floor release of methane in what was a global

warming event (the Palaeocene-Eocene thermal maximum).

Through the Eocene, plano-convex forms developed and

there was a move from 4 chambers to a near perfect sphere,

as seen in Orbulinoides beckmanni. There was a progressive

fall in sea-surface temperature during the mid- to late Eocene

with a minor upward kick in temperature in the late Eocene

which led to the development of ornate deeper water forms.

Sea-surface temperatures fell dramatically at the end of the

Eocene due to plate readjustment and the onset of Antarctic

glaciation and foraminifera once again reverted to simple

globular shallow water forms, eg Globigerina, through the

Oligocene. Only small globorotalids survive together with

small Catapsydrax and Chiloguembelina, which also survived

the K-T extinction. Increasing sea-surface temperatures at

the end of the Oligocene - early Miocene re-established the

evolutionary trends seen during the Palaeogene.

From the base of the Neogene, simple 4-chamber globular

foraminifera started to develop multiple apertures e.g.

Globigerinoides. We also see the early evolution of forms

which become more enclosed - Sphaeroidinellopsis and the

development of spherical forms in the Orbulina lineage. In

the late Miocene-early Pliocene, sea-surface temperatures

had an analogous fall to that in the mid to late Eocene. The

lineages established in subtropical latitudes still maintain the

ornamentation and morphologies established earlier in the

Miocene:

1. shallow waters were dominated by small unornamented

forms; 2. there was a spread of plano-convex forms into

deeper waters; 3. the outer neritic and deeper niches were

exploited by Orbulina; and 4. keeled Globorotalia occurred in

the deepest waters.

The morphological proxies for water depth established

during the mid-Cretaceous over 100Ma still hold despite the

impacts of thermal maxima, glaciations and other

catastrophes; Streptochilus globulosus retains the same

basic shape as Heterohelix globulosus established back in the

mid-Cretaceous.

Dr David Brook OBE

President’s Evening Lecture: Foraminifera Part 2. Planktonics: May, 2016
the free-floating story.

By: Dr. Haydon Bailey, Network Stratigraphic Consulting Ltd.
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Evening Lecture: Earth’s climate evolution – June, 2016
a new (geological) perspective 

By: Dr. Colin Summerhayes, Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge

As Vice-President of the

Geological Society, the speaker

chaired a group to produce a

statement on climate change,

which was published as a

Policy statement by the

Society in 2010, with an

update in 2013.  Feeling that

there was more to be said, he

set about writing a book, which

was published in 2015. This

lecture reflected that work and

aimed to give a historical

perspective on what early

geologists thought about

climate change and how this

has evolved through time.

The great cooling and moving continents

Charles Lyell (1797-1875) in his Principles of geology

(1830) included 3 chapters on climate. On the basis of the

isothermal lines produced by Alexander von Humboldt (1769-

1859) in the early 1800s, he deduced that if climate zones

had not moved then the continents had.

Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) fought against the entrenched

ideas of Eduard Suess (1831-1914), who suggested in his

The face of the earth (1888) that the southern continents

were linked by land bridges that later sank. He considered

that the linked southern continents had formed a single land

mass he called Gondwanaland, but it was not until plate

tectonics came along from the 1960s that geologists were

convinced that Wegener was right. All the southern

continents have essentially the same flora and we now know

that there are no drowned links between the southern

continents.

Wladimir Kőppen (1846-1940) and Wegener mapped

occurrences of coal (representing a humid tropical climate),

aeolian sands (deserts), ice indicators (cold) salts

(evaporites) and plant indicators (Glossopteris) and deduced

the positions of the equator and the South Pole in the

Carboniferous without palaeomagnetic data. The pattern of

indicators proved the persistence of the earth’s climate

systems (eg the Hadley Cell). They pinned down the

Carboniferous (300Ma) and Permian (250Ma) equators as

being displaced from each other and the South Pole having

moved from close to Durban to Australia between

Carboniferous and Permian times.

Plate tectonics can control climate by changing the ocean

heat path.  For example, in the Miocene (14Ma), Africa had

not pushed north into Europe forming the Alps, and North

and South America were separated by an ocean. By the

Pliocene (3-5Ma), Africa had collided with Europe and closed

the intervening seaway and the isthmus of Panama had

formed through central America, resulting in warm water

being diverted into the Gulf Stream and Brazil currents

instead of flowing westwards into the Pacific. The warmth

melted the Ross Ice Shelf and parts of both the West

Antarctic and East Antarctic ice sheets as the globe warmed

by 2-3oC, with sea level rising

by 15m, but the Pacific/Arctic

current then gradually cooled

the Arctic.

Orbital controls on

climate 

Celestial mechanisms also

affect climate in what is

termed the climate clock. Due

to the pull of the giant planets

the earth’s orbit changes from

near-circular to almost

elliptical resulting in a 23oC

difference in cooling in 400

million-year and 100 million-

year cycles of eccentricity. The

tilt of the earth’s axis

(obliquity) varies from 21.5o to 24.5o in 41,000-year cycles.

Current obliquity is 23o. Precession changes where the axis

points at a given time in a 20,000-year cycle, and the earth’s

position at equinoxes and solstices migrates around the orbit.

The earth is now closest to the sun in midwinter (in the

northern hemisphere) and furthest in midsummer. For a long

time it was difficult to connect this cyclicity with geology

because dating was only through fossils and was relative

rather than absolute.

Milankovitch calculated when insolation at 65oN was

sufficient to melt snow in summer, and the likely link to

known glacial periods. Kőppen pointed out the links to field

observations and invited Milankovitch to contribute to Kőppen

and Wegener (1924) The climates of the geological past. The

orbital-climate connection was improved when André Berger

refined Milankevitch’s calculations in the 1970s, and by Nick

Shackleton linking ocean temperatures to orbital changes

from isotope studies in marine sediments (with Hays and

Imbrie, Science, 1976). Spectral analysis ties ocean

temperature changes in marine sediments to orbital changes.

Ice studies of glacials and interglacials involved drilling to

780m in Antarctica in 1996-98. Drilling started again in 1999

and a 3.27km core was obtained representing the last

800,000 years.  It was 9oC colder in the last glacial maximum

in Antarctica 20,000 years ago, while, at interglacials,

temperatures were 2-3oC higher than today. There is good

correlation with sea-level change, with sea level at -130m at

the last glacial maximum. In relation to Lyell’s “great cooling”,

Cesare Emiliani used oxygen isotopes in foraminifera to

establish past ocean temperatures for the Pleistocene (1955)

and Jim Zachas and others (2001) extended the oxygen

isotope curve to 65 million years ago.

The Deep sea Drilling Programme collected deep-sea

samples from 1968 using drill ships like JOIDES Resolution,

and the oxygen isotope signature has been taken back 70

million years from deep-sea cores. The Antarctic ice sheet

formed at about 34Ma. Jane Francis used fossil leaves to

estimate temperature going back to 100Ma, when the

Antarctic was at 20oC. Her data show that Antarctic

temperatures declined to 7oC by 34Ma.
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Greenhouse gases

Joseph Fourier noted (1824) that air traps outgoing infra-

red radiation and warms the atmosphere. John Tyndall

subsequently observed (1859) that “water, carbon dioxide,

methane and ozone could have produced all the mutations of

climate which the researches of geologists reveal.”

Stimulated by the geologist Hőgbom, Svante Aarhenius

(1896), in his “hothouse theory”, observed that a decrease of

0.6 x CO2 would lower temperature by 5oC and doubling CO2
would raise temperature by 4oC.  T.C. Chamberlin then went

on to develop his Theory of climate change (1899), which

involved volcanoes emitting CO2 while chemical weathering

of continents absorbs it; cold glacial oceans dissolve CO2,

keeping the climate cool and warm interglacial oceans release

CO2, keeping the climate warm. The Carboniferous glaciation

at 300Ma was caused by the formation of coal swamps

extracting CO2 from the atmosphere.

Further understanding of the slow carbon cycle came with

the work of Bob Berner (1935-2015), who modelled the

earth’s elemental cycles. CO2 from volcanoes causes acid

rain which results in chemical weathering of continental rocks

and the transfer of CO2 to the oceans, where it contributes to

carbonate skeletons.  Most of these are recycled but some fall

to become ocean floor sediments, which are carried down in

subduction zones and melted re-releasing the CO2 through

volcanoes.  In the Silurian/Devonian, the emergence of land

plants caused a fall in CO2; in the Cenozoic, mountain-

building led to chemical weathering and progressively

lowered CO2.

We can estimate CO2 from the remains of leaves, as there

are more stomata in leaves when CO2 is lower.  CO2 rose to

50Ma then fell and stayed low, and temperatures did the

same.  As regards the climate catastrophe at 55Ma, deep-sea

cores reveal a massive injection into the atmosphere of

1,000+Gtonnes of carbon. This resulted in a 5-6oC

temperature rise, acidification of ocean bottom water and

dissolution of CaCO3, with sea level rising by up to c12m.  For

the Pleistocene, Lüthi and others (2008) considered that CO2
caused 30-50% of the orbitally-driven temperature rise

between glacials and interglacials.

Recent sunspot maxima in the 1980s and 1990s were about

the same as those in the 1780s and 1860s, suggesting that

the world was not unduly warmed by the sun in the late 20th

century.  A decline in sunspots since 1990 suggests that the

earth’s climate should currently be cooling, but it isn’t.

Sunspots give rise to the solar wind, which deflects cosmic

rays, which form 14C and 10Be in the upper atmosphere.  At

sunspot minima, cosmic rays are at their maximum resulting

in strong 14C and 10Be indicating cold temperatures. At

sunspot maxima, cosmic rays are at their minimum with

weak 14C and 10Be indicating warm temperatures.

Measurements of these isotopes enable us to track solar

variability over the past 2,000 years.

Temperatures have been in decline for the past 2,000

years, due to declining insolation, but temperatures moved

outside the natural envelope of thermal variations for that

period after 1970. Plants are now emerging from under Baffin

Island ice that last saw daylight in AD 500.

How do we account for the rise in temperature since 1800?

Ice cores back to 800,000 years show maxima of 280ppm

CO2 lasting through to 1769 at the start of the industrial

revolution.  CO2 is currently increasing by 20ppm in 11 years

compared to rates of no more than 20ppm in 1,000 years

typical of the past 800,000 years. CO2 is now at 400ppm,

pushing us outside the natural envelope of CO2 variability.

Why does this matter? 

200,000 years ago, when temperatures were 2-3°C warmer

than today, the West Antarctic ice sheet melted, leaving the

Antarctic Peninsula and Marie Byrd Land as islands with

ocean water separating them from East Antarctica. The same

could happen again if our climate warms by the same

amount. Sea levels several metres higher than previously

were an inevitable result.

Summary

CO2 concentration in the atmosphere can change

temperature, and temperature can change CO2
concentration.  Volcanoes input major CO2, with chemical

weathering being a major CO2 sink, and climate reflects the

balance between the two. Orbital changes play a subsidiary

role within a well defined natural envelope of variations.

Orbital warming releases oceanic CO2 and solar change

modifies this. CO2 is now above the natural envelope that has

existed for the last 800,000 years and temperatures are now

above the orbital and solar envelopes of the past 1,600 years.

The geology thus indicates that more CO2 will warm us more,

raise our sea levels and acidify the oceans.  The International

Panel on Climate Change says the same thing and there is

good reason to be concerned.

Dr David Brook OBE
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The speaker did her PhD on the

tectonics of the western

Mediterranean and drew heavily on

analogues in the tectonics of Italy.

She has always had an affinity for

Italy through her Italian mother and

has taken parties of students there

on field trips.  This talk aimed to

show how knowledge of the tectonics

and geological formation of Italy can

add to the experience for those

visiting Italy.

Italy is geologically very young,

having only attained its boot shape

in the last 5-10 million years. Along with Greece, it is the

most seismically active country in Europe and has 11

volcanoes, (9 of them in southern Italy), which have erupted

in historical times.  It is on the tectonic boundary between

Africa and Europe resulting from the closure of the Tethyan

Ocean.  Its topography is dominated in the north by the Alps,

with the central spine of the Apennines, a shallow sea, the

Adriatic, to the east and a much deeper sea, floored partially

by oceanic crust, the Tyrrhenian, to the west and the

Calabrian arc.  The Apennines are being thrust to the NE and

E over the Po valley and the Adriatic Sea; the Alps continue

to grow and are thrust to the south over the Po valley.

The original plate boundary between Africa and Europe lies

in the southern Alps.  Most of Italy, including the Dolomites,

originally belonged to Africa.  This former continental

promontory of Africa is often referred to as ‘Adria’.  The

Dolomites are largely formed of dolomite (magnesium

carbonate) with up to 1,000m of shallow-sea limestones.

There are Tethyan oceanic units in the western Alps and

deformed Adria and Apennine Tertiary synorogenic deposits

in the Apennines.  Deep marine sediments and ophiolites of

the former Tethyan ocean (known as Liguride units) occur as

thrust units in the northern Apennines.  Un-deformed Adria

rocks are found in Puglia, the heel of Italy.

Synorogenic turbidite sandstones of Oligocene-Miocene age

are common throughout Tuscany, Emilia Romangna and

extending south into Umbria.  Ligurian ophiolite and

serpentinite rocks, are common on the western side of the

Apennines.  The high Apennines are mainly formed of

limestones of Jurassic to Cretaceous age.  The limestones are

mainly white, platform and deep-water limestones together

with “ammonitico rosso”.  Metamorphic rocks include the

famous Carrara marble, which has resulted in whole hillsides

being quarried away.  Carrara marble is prized as a building

stone and for carving.  Its homogeneous sugary texture of

almost pure calcium carbonate with very little banding mean

than large uniform slabs and blocks can be extracted, which

are great for carving.  The geology is reflected in the building

stones of Tuscany in that the turbiditic sandstones form the

main building stone of many of the buildings.  A great range

of rock-types were used for decorative Renaissance façades.

For example, the church of Santa Maria Novella in Florence

has Carrara marble, ammonitico

rosso or rosso sugano and

serpentinite.  The church of San

Miniato in Florence makes use of

Monte Pisaro marbles, with Liguride

serpentinites. Generally, buildings

within 100-150 km of Florence used

local rocks.  Moving to the south in

Umbria, the geology is dominated

by Jurassic and Cretaceous

limestones; the building stone

changes from the yellow-grey

turbiditic sandstone to cream-

coloured limestone, as in the

famous rose window of the Romanesque and Gothic St

Francis’s Basilica in Assisi.  Michelangelo is perhaps the most

famous sculptor to have favoured and prized Carrara Marble,

and he used it for most of his sculptures, including his famous

Pieta’ in St Peter’s Basilica in the Vatican.  His ‘Captives’ at

the Academia in Florence are unfinished but are of interest

because you can see the raw texture of the marble.

Reconstructions showing the movement of the plates

through earth’s history from 200Ma to the present showed

that, by the mid-Jurassic (140Ma), lots of islands had formed

in Tethys to the north of Africa and the Atlantic was opening.

By 100Ma, the earliest collision between Africa and Europe

was taking place and, by 80-60Ma, the Alps were beginning

to form and Tethys was mostly closed.

There are two types of plate boundaries, continent-to-

continent resulting in mountain-building in the Alps and

Tethyan subduction beneath Calabria in the south leading to

earthquakes and volcanoes.  There was also roll-back or

back-arc extension, in which the subduction zone rolls back

and the crust behind the volcanic arc is stretched leading to

the formation of new oceanic crust.  This occurs at subduction

zones, which are short in strike length with tears in them.

New oceanic crust occurs in the Gulf of Lion and the

Tyrrhenian Sea, while there is still old Tethyan oceanic crust

to the south of Calabria and stretching to the east to Greece,

which is being subducted beneath Calabria in Italy and Crete

in Greece.

The seismicity associated with the Calabrian subduction

zone occurs in 3 clusters, shallow earthquakes (<100 km)

through Sicily and round to the Adriatic, deeper earthquakes

in Calabria and very deep earthquakes (>300 km) under the

Aeolian Islands and the Tyrrhenian Sea.  This is a striking

demonstration of the existence of a subduction zone.

Vesuvius

An iconic place in art and the history of Roman civilisation,

Vesuvius’ eruption in 79AD resulted in one of the oldest

written records of geological phenomena through Pliny the

Younger’s letters to Tacitus, hence the naming of this type of

eruption as a Plinian eruption.  It is a modern-day hazard that

has a long history of activity.  It has been active for at least

20,000 years and was formerly much larger, including Monte

Somma and Vesuvius before the formation of the Somma

Evening Lecture: The geology and scenery of Italy: July, 2016
the role of earthquakes, volcanoes and tectonic plates

By: Dr. Lidia Lonergan, Imperial College London
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caldera. It has erupted 40 times since 79AD, particularly

frequently between 1631 and1944.

Pliny described the plume as like an umbrella pine, which

rose to a great height then split off into branches, because

the plume was unsupported and it collapsed under its own

weight.  The Romans had no previous knowledge of the

volcano and occupied its slopes prior to 79AD.  Early ideas on

the structure of Vesuvius include those in Athanasias

Kircher’s 3-volume Mondus subterraneus (1669).  It has also

featured strongly in art, such as Turner’s Mount Vesuvius in

eruption (1817).  The last eruption was in 1944, when there

were 11 days of eruption including lava flows and 47 deaths

resulting from collapsing buildings.  The slopes have been

partially reoccupied and 20,000 people in Naples are at risk.

Campi Flegrei

20 km to the west of Vesuvius, this is a massive caldera

complex with many craters and active fumaroles.  It has had

two major eruptions: firstly 39,000 years ago, when 150 km3

of Campania ignimbrite was deposited over about

200,000km2 and secondly in 12,000 when 40 km3 of

Neapolitan yellow tuff were deposited over an area of 1,000

km.  Monte Nuovo in 1538 was the latest eruption.  The area

is constantly monitored and there were 2 major periods in

1970-77 and 1982-84 when 3.5m of total ground elevation

changes took place with over 10,000 very small earthquakes.

Movement is well illustrated in the Roman market place of

Serapis, Pozzuoli, where limestone columns have bivalve

borings from a time when they were 3m below sea level.

Collision belts

Very large folds in the Dolomites and the Swiss Helvetic

Alps are visual examples of crustal shortening during Alpine

collision.  The continental blocks of San Bernard, Monte Rosa

and Sesia were separated as islands within Tethys by about

200 km at 130Ma.  By 70Ma the Monte Rosa and Sesia blocks

had been pushed down the subduction zone and

metamorphosed and by 50Ma, the San Bernard block was

also deeply buried.  By c40-35Ma, emergent mountains were

beginning to form and at the present day, the 3 units have

been exhumed and uplifted forming the high Alps.

Due to the collision between Adria and Europe, the Alps

trend largely E - W, but the Apennines run approximately

north – south and the dominant thrusting direction is towards

the east.  Reconstructions based on the work of Rosenbaum

et al (2002) in the western Mediterranean show that since the

Oligocene, the Apennines have formed in response to

subduction roll-back and back-arc extension.  Rocks that are

now found in the Balearic Islands, Corsica, Sardinia, Calabria

and North Africa were originally located in an area to the

south of France (modern-day Gulf of Lion  and Valencia

Trough) at 30Ma behind a NE-SW trending subduction zone.

By 25Ma the subduction zone was rolling back with back-arc

extension forming the modern day Gulf of Lion and Valencia

trough. By 18Ma the Corsica-Sardinia and Liguride rocks

were beginning to collide with Apulia and the northern

Apennines started forming, with the Tyrrhenian Sea opening

as a back-arc basin to the west.  Corsica, Sardinia and North

Tuscany experienced subduction-related volcanism.  By about

5Ma the subduction zone was colliding with southern Apulia

and by c2Ma the rocks that now form Calabria collided with

southern Apulia and Sicily giving Italy the characteristic

shape we know today.  Back-arc extension continued behind

the eastward-migrating subduction zone leading to formation

of oceanic crust at about 4Ma in the southern Tyrrhenian Sea.

As part of this ongoing process, shortening continues on the

eastern-side of the Apennines but, on the westward side, the

Apennines are beginning to extend. A remnant of this process

is the Calabrian arc, with associated volcanism in southern

Italy and Sicily and the subducted slab dipping to the NW

from Calabria to beneath the southern Tyrrhenian sea. 

Italy is very active seismically with historical large

earthquakes concentrated in Apulia and clusters representing

subduction in Calabria, shortening of the Apennines and the

Alps but with extension–related earthquakes in the western

part of the Apennines.

Ref: Rosenbaum et al, 2002.  Reconstruction of the tectonic

evolution of the western Mediterranean since the Oligocene.

Journal of the Virtual Explorer, 8, 107-130.

Dr David Brook OBE

The GA Map library

The GA map library is stored at the

University College London Science Library. It

fills the small room (large cupboard?) shown

here. 

The maps are not open access, but GA

members can borrow them by contacting

me. I can post items to you or leave them

with Sarah in the GA office at Burlington

House for you to collect. 

For the UK, we have a good selection of 1:

50 000 maps for England & Wales and

Scotland, as well as some of the older 1 : 1”

series.

We also have a large collection of international maps

plus a few books. I am in the process of listing these into

a spreadsheet, so that members will be able to search for

maps they want. This is a bit of a slow job, but so far I

have listed the maps for quite a lot of Europe (Austria,

France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain), as

well as Canada and New Zealand.

The spreadsheet is available under the

Members’ Page on the GA website:

www.geo l og i s t s a s so c i a t i on . o rg .uk /

membersonly/library.html. 

If you would like to borrow any of the listed

items, or if you want to know what maps we

hold for other areas, do get in touch. The

maps are all sorted into countries (thanks to

Elaine Bimpson our previous librarian) so it is

quite easy for me to check what we have for

a country or area that you are visiting.

Also if you are interested in books and

articles, remember that as a GA member you

can join the UCL Science Library (as a

Learned Society member). Further details

are available on the members’ section of the GA

website: www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/

membersonly/library.html. 

Sara Osman GA Librarian 
sara.osman@my.open.ac.uk
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An Invitation to attend the 2nd Biennial

SOUTHEAST ENGLAND REGIONAL CONFERENCE
Saturday 26th November 2016 in the Exhibition Hall of Worthing College

                 at their campus on the northern outskirts of the town

Geology, Landscape and Man in Southeast England

   

For a Programme / Registration Form, email
anthony.brook27@btinternet.com
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Evening Lecture: The evolution of the Zagros Fold -Thrust Belt December 2nd, 2016

By: Prof. John Cosgrove, Imperial College London

Evening Lecture: Radon, a silent GeoHazard October 7th, 2016

By: Dr Anthonio Ferreira, British Geological Survey

The Zagros fold-thrust belt, part of which is situated along

the eastern margin of the Persian Gulf, is the result of the

collision between the Saudi Arabian and Iranian plates. 

It is argued that the initiation of the large-scale folds and

thrusts that characterise these belts is by high fluid pressures

and that once these structures have been initiated they in

turn control fluid migration. This link between stress, fluid

pressure, fracturing and folding provides a clear insight into

the fluid mechanics operating in an active fold–thrust belt and

can be used to predict the migration and entrapment of

hydrocarbons. The belt provides some of the world’s best

exposures of folds, salt domes and salt glaciers.

Figures 1 a & b: Satellite images of large-scale
folds of the Zagros Mountains, Iran
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A dozen members and guests

assembled at 10.30 am on a cool and

showery morning in the car park at

the Ewhurst Works near Ockley,

Surrey (NGR TQ 116 373: called

Smokejacks in the geological

literature; the site now also includes

tile-making operations from the

former Keymer Tileworks, and should

not be confused with the former

Ewhurst brickworks nearby). Brick

production at ‘Smokejacks’ had been

considerably reduced as a result of

the 2008 recession, but full

operations recommenced a  couple of

years ago, with the subsequent

excavations making new exposures

available for study. This is fortunate

as the pit is one of the finest

exposures of Upper Weald Clay, here

below BGS Bed 5c. The introductory

talk and display highlighted five

Wealden ‘firsts’ found in the new

excavations which were also viewed

on-line by seven virtual visitors in the

UK and abroad. These include an archaic earwig (Figure 2),

ground beetle (Figure 3), rove beetle (Figure 4) weevil

(Figure 5) and estheriellid clam shrimp (Figure 6), as well as

amber (‘Chiltonchineite’). These were all from the new NE

face (Figure 1) where we started the day’s search for fossils.  

Field Meeting Report: Field Meeting Report: Wealden ‘Smokejacks’ brickworksWealden ‘Smokejacks’ brickworks July 3rd 2016July 3rd 2016

Leaders: Ed Jarzembowski, Peter Austen & Terry KeenanLeaders: Ed Jarzembowski, Peter Austen & Terry Keenan By: Peter AustenBy: Peter Austen

Figure 1. The north east face at Smokejacks

Figure 3. New ground beetle, forebody, 5 mm wide

Figure 2. Archaic earwig forewing; 5mm long
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Simon Penn soon found the wing of an extinct bush cricket

(Panorpidium), and this was followed by beetle and

cockroach finds in the sideritic ironstone concretions from the

lower part of the section. As well as insects, crustaceans were

found including clam shrimps (undescribed) and non-marine

ostracods (Mantelliana). Molluscs were represented by

gastropod operculae (snail shell opening covers). Plant

remains also turned up including the Wealden fern

Weichselia, typically preserved as charcoal (fusain) like one

fossil beetle, plus unburnt examples of the enigmatic

flowering plant Bevhalstia, which included a possible bud

found by Biddy Jarzembowski. Concentrates of small fish

bones prompted a discussion of how best to extract them

from hard matrix. First-time geologist Dr Martin Brett

prompted a discussion of the length of time represented by

the section: we settled on an economical 200 to 300

thousand years! A search for reptile bones proved

disappointing until Terry Wakeman found a nice tail vertebra

of a young Mantellisaurus (Fig. 7) only yards from the pit

access road.  On that happy note, we ended by looking

forward to future visits after a fresh scrape of the pit face,

perhaps in the autumn. 

Our grateful thanks to Wieneberger Ltd for providing access

to this important section of the Upper Weald Clay.

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 15, No.3 2016 15

Figure 4. New rove beetle, 5.5 mm long

Figure 6. Estheriellid clam shrimp

Figure 5. New weevil, 5 mm long

Figure 7. Iguanodontid (Mantellisaurus) vertebra
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Field Meeting Report: Field Meeting Report: Nottingham; following the GA Building Nottingham; following the GA Building October 10th, 2015October 10th, 2015

Stones Conference Stones Conference 

Leaders: Tony Waltham & Steve ParryLeaders: Tony Waltham & Steve Parry By: Naomi Jordan and Diana ClementsBy: Naomi Jordan and Diana Clements

After the building stone conference at the British Geological

Survey in Keyworth near Nottingham, there were two

possible trip options: one to see the Devonshire Marbles in

Birmingham, the other to see the caves and building stone of

Nottingham. This is the report of the latter.

Nottingham is built on Sherwood Sandstone and,

unbeknownst to many, Broadmarsh Shopping Centre is built

on top of a man-made cave system. It marks the boundary

between the Sherwood Sandstone and the softer alluvium

deposited as a natural floodplain from the Trent and Leen

valleys. In medieval times, this junction formed a cliff,

allowing people to excavate caves in the soft sandstone, and

people also excavated below their homes and businesses to

create cellars, storerooms and places of work. The Sherwood

Sandstone made a good material to dig as it can be easily

removed with hand tools, and creates safe-standing

unsupported low profile arches. The caves themselves have

been used and edited a number of times over their histories,

with new caves carved, extended, infilled and supported with

bricks and timbers as uses have changed.

Through an entrance in Broadmarsh Shopping Centre you

can enter the public “City of Caves” experience, which is

where the first half of our trip took place, led by Tony

Waltham. Tony has been involved with the caves for a

number of years and was an excellent guide, giving us access

to both the publically-accessible caves, and those normally

inaccessible, as well as providing information about the

caves, their history, and more recent excavations and the

building of the shopping centre. Although unplanned, an

impressive number of torches were produced from those on

the tour when needed!

When Broadmarsh Shopping centre was built, they had to

take care of the ancient caves, minimising the damage

caused whilst still supporting the new shopping complex. A

number of smaller caves were filled with concrete, and within

the “City of Caves” tourist attraction there are a few

supporting beams, with huge floor slabs and piping visible in

the ceiling in places; nevertheless, in general you forget what

is above you. The concrete supports were not all added

without incident, however, with Tony recounting the tale of

when the contractor was pumping concrete into a “small”

void, only to find a lot more went in than expected - there

was a connection between the “small void” and the main cave

system, leading to a big pile of concrete near to the tourist

entrance!

Within the publically-accessible caves Tony described the

caves’ use during the WW2 bombing, we saw the only

remaining walls of Drury Hill, a street now demolished, and

we learnt about how the caves were used for tanning when

the cave system still opened up through the cliff providing a

ground route in. A number of wells are present within the

caves providing a fresh water supply, and some of the caves 

Figure 1:  Tony Waltham in the “City of Caves”
exhibit, with cross bedding picked out in the walls

Figure 3: Navigating through the undergrowth
between caves

Figure 2: Tony Waltham showing the loose sand
which constantly trickles off of the walls in the brick-

floored cave due to a draft from the outside world
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are now filled with standing water, suggesting the water

table has risen since medieval times. The tanning barrel

pits were carved into the floor of the cave, as the cave

environment has a more stable, cooler temperature than

on the surface, and can still be seen today. A safe used

during WW2 is also preserved in one of the cave walls.

The Sherwood Sandstone formed from flash floods in a

desert environment during Triassic times, resulting in a

poorly sorted medium-fine sandstone with grain

supported lithic clasts picking out cross beds which can be

clearly seen in the roof and walls of the cave systems. The

bedding itself is almost horizontal, and there is a lack of

joints, although the cement holding the sandstone

together is affected by moisture and drafts. In the

normally inaccessible section of the cave, Tony took us to

a cave with a brick-lined floor which had been used as

both a pub cellar and a stable in the past. A door to the

outside allows a draft in, so this cave is crumbling, with

piles of sand covering the floor and preserved brickwork,

focussed around the airflow from the door. 

Through the door we emerged blinking into a forgotten

triangle of land, which is now only accessible through the

caves. This area is occupied by Broadmarsh Shopping

Centre’s air cooling systems, and a proliferation of

buddleia, bindweed and other fast growing plants. Luckily

Tony, in preparation for our visit, had hacked a path

through the undergrowth for us, but it was still quite an

adventure navigating to the next cave entrance, with

uneven footing due to material extracted from the brick-

lined cave.

The cave entrance was cut into an old cliff face, now

supported by beams and bricks, with walkways made of

wooden boards – the rather unimpressive entrance gave

no clues as to what lay in store when the passageway

opened out into an ornately carved circular room with an

impressive central pillar. Off this room were another

two smaller rooms which also contained carved central

pillars. Tony explained these caves belonged to

Willoughby House, and this was probably the party room

and wine cellars in the House’s back garden, with the

house built by Rothwell Willoughby in the 18th Century.

This was the end of our tour, so we made our way back

through the public caves before dispersing for lunch.

“Sandstone Caves of Nottingham”, written by Tony

Waltham and published by the East Midlands Geological

Society in 2008 (Third Edition), is the most useful source of

further information, with 56 pages of text, photographs and

maps, available from book shops, the tourist cave shops or

through www.emgs.org.uk. It is a recommended, interesting

read. He has also written a short article available at:

www.nottsheritagegateway.org.uk/places/caves.htm.

After lunch, we reconvened for a building stone tour above

ground led by Stephen Parry from the British Geological

Survey. For our first stop we examined the stone of St Peter’s

Church. This medieval church was made from a variety of

building stones. First we looked at some faun-coloured

Triassic sandstone in the tower with some excellent examples

of bi-directional cross bedding. On the southern, side in a

newer wing of the church, the rock changes to oolitic

Lincolnshire Limestone, composed of tiny spherical concentric

balls of calcium carbonate formed as they rolled around in

Figure 4: The unexciting entrance into Willoughby House
Caves showing the original cliff now faced by brickwork

Figure 6: The main chamber within
Willoughby House Caves

Figure 5: One of the smaller antechambers within
Willoughby House Caves
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high wave energy in a tropical sea. At the eastern end of the

church, the building is formed from newer, less weathered

red sandstone, similar to the medieval sections. Weathering

is removing the flat facing exposing the sedimentary

structures within.

Across the road on St Peter’s Gate we studied the façade of

the former County Court decorated with Ancaster Stone, one

of the Lincolnshire Limestones showing the characteristic

“streaky bacon” patterning caused by alternations of pale

cream, well-cemented oolite, and slightly darker, less well-

cemented, more porous oolite.

Our next stop took us to the Galleries of Justice, built from

a pale-green-grey Triassic sandstone with impressive cross

bedding picked out by darker horizons. Pink columns

decorate the front of the building formed from fine-grained

Permian Mansfield Red sandstone. Quite a striking building;

shame about the gallows in days gone by. 

Steve led us along High Pavement to St Mary’s Church, built

from a diverse mixture of red, buff and pale-brown

sandstones from the Millstone Grit. A range of sedimentary

features were observed including cross bedding, ripples, soft

sediment deformation, and iron-stained concretions. Not all

building blocks were aligned the same way, with the cross

bedding vertical in places. Blocks of Triassic Hollington Stone

were notable for their white blobs of the mineral baryte.

Within St Mary’s Church grounds were a number of very old

gravestones from the 18th Century whose inscriptions were

still legible as they are carved on Welsh slate.

Our route took us through the Lace Market and along

Thurland Street where we were able to recognise several of

the stones already encountered. We arrived in the Market

Square where we examined the Council House built of Late

Jurassic Portland Stone, a stone more associated with the

south of England and London in particular. Some of us were

surprised to see such an extensive use in Nottingham that

has many fine building stones from closer by. The steps were

laid with Cornish granite from De Lank’s quarry on Dartmoor

– another familiar stone to Londoners.

We continued north to look at the Guildhall on Burton

Street built of Millstone Grit and the Newton Building in Talbot

Street in Portland Stone. We also looked at the Arkwright

building made of the now familiar Ancaster “streaky bacon”.

St Andrew’s Church was next on the itinerary, built during the

Victorian period, mainly from Permian Bulwell Stone: a red-

yellow-brown coarsely crystalline dolomitic limestone from

the Cadey Formation which was a commonly used building

Figure 7: Steve Parry talking to the group in front
of the cross-bedded sandstone in St. Peter’s Church

Figure 9: Jill Darrell inspecting the Ancaster ‘streaky
bacon’ limestone on the former County Court

Figure 8: Naomi Jordan and Brian Rosen
examine the red sandstone used in

St. Peter’s Church

Figure 10: - Steve Parry talking to the group in front
of the Galleries of Justice Museum
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stone within Nottingham in the Victorian period. A band of

blue-grey limestone decorates the building, from the

Barnstone Member of the Scunthorpe Mudstone Formation.

Our final building was St Barnabus Cathedral. It is roofed in

Welsh slate as are a number of properties around

Nottingham. 

The last site of the day was Park Tunnel, an impressive

cutting through the Sherwood Sandstone bedrock with the

trough crossbedding picked out by pebbles on full display

within the tunnel. Honeycomb weathering was also visible

outside the tunnel entrance, created through the gradual

erosion of the bedrock itself. It was a great location to finish

the trip and brought our day full circle.

Many thanks to both Steve and Tony for a superb day out

in Nottingham and to Don Cameron for some of the

photographs. 

There is a write up of the Building Stones of Nottingham by

Albert Horton and Graham Lott, written in 2006, which is

published on line by the East Midlands Geological Society: 

www.emgs.org.uk/files/mercian_vol13on/Mercian%20Geolog

ist%20volume%2016%202-2007/Mercian%202005

%20v16%20p115%20Nottingham%20building%20stones,%

20Horton%20Lott.pdf. 

Steve is hoping to update in due course. In addition there

is a BGS Holiday Geology Guide: Heritage in Stone:

Nottingham, written by Graham Lott and John Cobbling in

1996. It is available on the internet for a modest sum.

Figure 12: Park Tunnel, Upper College Street cut through the Sherwood Sandstone
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be at their best in the alpine meadows we 
cross and the varied fauna, should add a great 
deal to the pleasure of our tour. 
Transport in the USA will be by tour bus. 
Accommodation in good quality hotels. 
Cost & booking: approximately £3,200 which 
will include flights, travel in the USA and 
entrances to National Parks. Most hotels 
provide complimentary breakfasts, otherwise 
food costs are not included. 
If interested a full itinerary is available 
from Sarah in the GA Office. 
 
 
GA LOCAL GROUPS (LG) & AFFILIATED 
SOCIETIES 
 
Amateur Geological Society 
http://amgeosoc.wordpress.com 
Julia Daniels 
starfields@tiscali.co.uk 
September 13 Virtual fossils: soft bodied 
sensations from the Silurian – Prof Derek 
Siveter. 
October 11 The Mesozoic marine reptile 
Renaissance Part 2 – Dr Mark Evans. 
November 8 Frank Stokes Memorial 
Lecture – Carbonado Diamonds from 
Space – Prof Hilary Downes. 
November 26 AGS Mineral and Fossil 
Bazaar, 
Association of Welsh RIGS Groups 
www.wcva.org.uk/members-
partners/nvo- search/detail?id=906675 
Avon RIGS 
http://avonrigsoutcrop.blogspot.co.uk/ 
Bath Geological Society 
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk 
Belfast Geologists’ Society 
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk  
September 17 Field trip Inishowen by Bus  
Black Country Geological Society 
www.bcgs.info 
September 10 Field meeting:  Brown Clee Hill, 
Shropshire.  
September 19 Working in metal mines around 
the World and in Australia – Rachel Cornah. 
October 17 Update on the Black Country Global 
Geopark – Graham Worton. 
November 14 Optical Mineralogy – Frank Wells. 
Brighton & Hove Geological Society 
www.bhgs.org 
Bristol Naturalists’ Society 
www.bristolnats.org.uk  
British Micromount Society 
http://britishmicromountsociety.homestead.com 
Bucks Earth Heritage Group 
www.bucksgeology.org.uk  
Cambridgeshire Geological Society (LG) 
www.cambridgeshiregeologyclub.org  
Carn Brea Mining Society 
www.carnreaminingsociety.org.uk 
September 20 Mines of Cornwall and 
West Devon - Dr Keith Russ. 
October 18 Wheal Jane – Now and the 
Future – Bernard Ballard. 
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society 
http://cmgs.yolasite.com/society.php 
Cumberland Geological Society 
www.cumberland-geolsoc.org.uk  
Cymdeithas Daeaeregwyr Grwp De Cymru: 
South Wales Geologists’ Association (LG)  
www.swga.org.uk 
September 25 Field meeting: The Cotswold 
Escarpment – Dave Green. 
October 8 Field meeting: The Sutton Formation 
of the Ogmore-by-sea and Southerndown area – 
Peter Hodges. 
Cymdeithas Y Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru:  
North Wales Group Geologists’ Association (LG)  

www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc/cdgc.html   
Devonshire Association (Geology Section)  
www.devonassoc.org.uk 
Dinosaur Society 
www.dinosaursociety.com 
October 29-30 one day conference on the 
evolution, physiology and palaeo-geography of 
dinosaurs on the 28 October followed by a two 
day Festival of Dinosaurs Speakers: 
Romain Amio Fr; Eric Buffetaut: Michael Benton: 
Jeff Liston: Peterborough Museum; Angela Milner: 
David Martill: Richard Moody, Darren Naish, Bob 
Nicholls, David Norman 
Dorset Group (LG) 
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com 
July 23 Chairman’s field trip and DGAG picnic 
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological  
Society  
Jenny@dorsetcountymuseum.org 
Earth Science Teachers’ Association 
www.esta-uk.net 
East Herts Geology Club 
www.ehgc.org.uk 
East Midlands Geological Society 
www.emgs.org.uk 
Edinburgh Geological Society 
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org  
Essex Rock and Mineral Society 
www.erms.org.uk 
September 13 Portland: the Greatest Stone on 
Earth? – Barry Hunt 
October 11 A New Ecological Niche for Crinoids: 
Plesiosaurs! – Dr Tim Ewin, Natural History 
Museum 
November 8 AGM. 
Farnham Geological Society (LG) 
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk 
September 4 Field trip to Smokejacks and Mole 
Valley. 
September 9 History of water on Earth - Prof Chris 
Ballentine 
October 7 Note: 1st Friday of the month 
Meteorites & asteroids  - Dr Hilary Downes 
October 9 Field meeting: Tisbury anticline, Wilts – 
Graham Williams. 
November 11 Ediacaran fossils – Dr Alex Liu 
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge 
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/activities/ 
friends.html 
Geolancashire (LG) 
www.geolancashire.org.uk 
Geological Society of Glasgow 
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk 
Geological Society of Norfolk 
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk 
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society (LG) 
www.hhgs.org.uk 
September 14 The textures of peridotite 
rocks of sub-continental mantle origin – 
Dr Bryan Tabor. 
October 12 Studying planetary impacts in 
the laboratory – Dr Penny Wozniakiewicz. 
November 9 Antimony: critical metal 
mineral deposits in South West England – 
Humphrey Knight. 
Hastings & District Geological Society 
www.hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk 
September 11 The rare Earth hypothesis: are 
we alone? – Dr Trevor Devon. 
October 9 Alfred Russel Wallace – Ray Hale. 
November 13 Presidential Lecture:  
Prof G. David Price. 
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG) 
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk 
September 8 The Current Status of 
Geological Screening for Disposal of 
Radioactive Waste – Dr James 
Lawrence 
October 13 Geological evolution of 
the North American cordillera – Prof 

Douglas Robinson. 
November 10 Martian Geology – Dr 
Steve Banham. 
Horsham Geological Field Club  
www.hgfc.uwclub.net/index.html   
September 14 Ammonite Collections in Europe 
and their relevance – Bob Chandler. 
October 12 Kent Geologists Group – Peter 
Austen. 
November 9 A visitors guide to Iceland – Andy 
Cosham. 
Huddersfield Geology Group  
www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk  
Hull Geological Society  
 www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk 
The Jurassic Coast 
www.jurassiccoast.com 
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’ 
Association (LG) 
www.kgg.org.uk 
September 20 Magnificent minerals in thin 
sections – Dr Anne Padfield 
October 18 Treasure from the north Yorkshire 
coast – Dr Geoff Turner. 
November 15  The Faroe Islands – Alison 
Taylor. 
The Kirkaldy Society - Alumni of Queen Mary (LG) 
Contact Mike Howgate 020 8882 2606, or 
email mehowgate@hotmail.com or 
kirksoc@sky.com 
Leeds Geological Association 
www.leedsga.org.uk 
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society 
(Geology) 
www.charnia.org.uk 
Liverpool Geological Society  
www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk 
Manchester Geological Association  
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk 
Medway Fossil and Mineral Society 
www.mfms.org.uk 
Mid Wales Geology Club  
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk  
Midweek Geology Club 
http://mwggyorkshire.webspace.virginmedia.com 
Milton Keynes Geological Society  
http://mkgeosoc.org/ 
Mineralogical Society 
www.minersoc.org 
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG) 
www.mvgs.org.uk 
Newbury Geological Study Group  
www.ngsg.org.uk 
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society 
norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.com  
Norfolk Geodiversity Forum  
www.norfolkbiodiversity.org 
North Eastern Geological Society 
www.negs.org 
North Staffordshire Group of the Geologists 
Association (LG) 
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga 
Open University Geological Society 
www.ougs.org 
Oxford Clay Working Group  
Email: saurian@live.co.uk  
Oxford Geology Group (LG) 
www.ogg.uk.com 
Oxford Geology Trust  
www.oxfordgeologytrust.org.uk  
Plymouth Mineral & Mining Club  
www.denul.net/pmmc/ 
Reading Geological Society (LG) 
www.readinggeology.org.uk 
September 5 Mineral Exploration of Africa – Dr 
Kathryn Kavanagh 
October 3 Ground investigation for HS2 – 
Jonathan Gammon 
October 16 Field meeting: Oxfordshire Banbury 
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Ironstones – David Ward. 
November 7 Impact Earth – impact on our 
planet by meteorites, asteroids and comets 
throughout geological time – Dr Paul Olver 
November 20 Field trip: By Brook Valley, 
Wiltshire, Jurassic sediments. 
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall  
www.rgsc.org.uk 
The Russell Society  
www.russellsoc.org  
Shropshire Geological Society 
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk  
September 10 Field meeting: Titterstone Clee – 
Andrew Jenkinson. 
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society  
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk 
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society 
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk 
South Peak Geology Field Group 
Email: patricia@peakcustomers.com Stamford 
and District Geological Society  
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk 
Teme Valley Geological Society 
www.geo-village.eu 
June 25 An evening with music at Scar Cottage 
including a talk (with much tasting) on 
vineyards and climate change - Prof. RC Selley. 
Bring your own picnic. 
Tertiary Research Group 
www.trg.org  
Ussher Society  
www.ussher.org.uk 
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group 
www.wgcg.co.uk 
Welsh Stone Forum  
www.museumwales.ac.uk/geology/welshstonef  
orum/about-the-welsh-stone-forum/ 
Westmorland Geological Society  
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk 
West of England Group of the Geologists’ 
Association (LG) 
www.wega.org.uk 
West Sussex Geological Society (LG) 
www.wsgs.org.uk 
September 16 Mineral Deposits of the Rare 
Earth Elements – Dr Martin Smith. 
September 17 Seafront Geology Walk: 
Worthing in Transition. 
October 21 Silcrete and Cenozoic Landscape – 
Dr Stewart Ullyott. 
November 6 Field trip: Building Stones of Holy 
Trinity Church, Bosham – David Bone. 
November 18 Shale and Gas Success. It all 
begins with the Rocks – Tony Grindrod. 
Winchester Geology Society 
https://sites.google.com/site/winchestergeolo 
gysociety/ 
 
 
 
 

The Woolhope, Hereford  
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk 
Yorkshire Geological Society  
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk 
October 8 Programme linked to the Geological 
Society’s 2016 Year of Water.  Joint meeting 
with the Yorkshire Regional Group of the 
Geological Society. 
November 5 Recent research on the 
Landscape, palaeontology and archaeology of 
Doggerland. Yorkshire Museum Fossil Festival 
Roadshow at York. 

 
 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
 
September 16 – 18 
Yorkshire Fossil Festival 
Near Rotunda Museum, 
Scarborough 
 
September 24 – 25 
Lewes Fossil Festival in Gideon 
Mantell’s home town 
https://gideonmantell.wordpress.co
m/2016/05/18/the-lewes-fossil-
fest/  
 
EARTH SCIENCE WEEK EVENTS  
October 8-16 
For information on events in your 
area please refer to the Geological 
Society website: 
www.geolsoc.org.uk/earthsciencew
eek. 
The theme this year is ‘Earth Science 
in Action’ 
 
October 8 -15 
Sidmouth Science Festival  
Science in our Lives  
www.sidmouthsciencefestival.org 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

October 21-22 
GA conference  
Jurassic Coast (based on Portland) 
(see booking form on back of 
address label) 
 
October 28-30 
Dinosaurs at Barnes 
One Day Conference – 2-3 Day 
Festival of Dinosaurs The London 
Wetland Centre, Barnes.  
www.dinosaursociety.com 
Tel: 07749122549 
 
November 5  
GA Festival of Geology 
(see advertisement) 
November 6  
Festival Trips (see advertisement) 
NB November 4 Annual Local 
Societies meeting 

 
November 16 
History of Geology Group  
‘Military Aspects of Engineering 
Geology: Past and Present’ 
organised by Ted Rose.  
GA members qualify for 
discounted registration fees  
Details: www.geolsoc.org.uk/hogg  
 
November 26  
North London Mineral Gem & 
Fossil Show 
10-3 at Trinity Church, Nether 
Street, Finchley N12 7NN  
Amateur Geological Society: 
https://amgeosoc.wordpress.com 
 
November 26  
Southeast England Regional 
Conference: Geology Landscape 
and Humans in Southeast England 
Worthing College Contact  
anthony.brook27@btinternet.com` 
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After arriving on various flights (the last group getting to

the hotel in the early hours of Sunday morning) 12 members

of the GA met up after breakfast with Paul in a function room

next to the wedding balcony that had been allocated for our

use by the Alexander the Great Hotel, Paphos. There we

found a collection of rock specimens already displayed for us

to examine (which we added to on a daily basis) as well as

various maps and a folder of published papers for anyone

who wanted to go into the geology in further depth. Paul then

gave us a brief introduction and went through the itinerary

for the week, including some exciting last minute changes,

before we went out to

the coach where Costas

and Stavros, our driver

were waiting. 

Our first stop was the

recently opened Troodos

Geopark Visitor Centre

(previously a school for

the families of workers

in the former asbestos

mine of (Pano)

Amiandos. After  closely

examining the rock

garden (Figure 1) and

sampling some local

sweetmeats we went

inside for a short film

about the geology of the

Troodos. We were then

free to look round at the

3D model of the geology of the Troodos area; the display

boards, the rock and mineral samples, as well as displays

about the asbestos mine itself and the people who had

worked there. Two geological cross sections outlined the

vertical distribution of igneous and sedimentary rocks

respectively.

The Troodos complex is one of the world’s best preserved

ophiolite sequences, and we would be working our way

through it, starting with the deepest, mantle rocks.  However,

this meant turning standard geology of the oceanic crust on

its head, as these mantle rocks appear at the top of the

highest peak in the Troodos mountain range. This is a result

of the way the ophiolite was uplifted and later eroded.  The

complex was formed in the Upper Cretaceous (90Ma) on the

floor of the Tethys Sea, which then extended from what is

now the Pyrenees through the Alps to the Himalayas. It is a

fragment of a fully developed oceanic crust, comprising

plutonic, intrusive and volcanic rocks and chemical

sediments. It was created over a subduction zone during the

complex process of subduction-related sea-floor spreading

and oceanic crust formation. It emerged and was placed in its

present position through tectonic processes related to the

collision of the Eurasian plate to the north and the African

plate to the south.

The mantle sequence, which we went looking for after

lunch along the Artemis trail, comprises rocks considered to

be the residuals after the partial melting of a lherzolitic upper

mantle and the formation of the basaltic magma, from which

the crustal rocks of the ophiolite have been derived. These

depleted mantle rocks are harzburgite and dunite and the

asbestos is formed by the serpentinization of these rocks.

Our first day in the field culminated in a series of roadside

stops to look at  foliated harzburgite containing stretched

orthopyroxenes and chromite, wehrlite with olivine crystals

enveloped by clinopyroxenes and finally a couple of adits to a

Roman copper mine

(exposed when the road

was widened) with

traces of malachite.

We continued our

traverse of the Troodos

on Monday ascending

the sequence. At our

first stop we examined

layered dark (wehrlite)

and pale (gabbro) rocks.

Costas asked us how

they were formed and

what this indicated –

pulses of magma, with

changes in the

composition of the

magma, therefore the

chamber of magma was

not a closed system. The

second stop consisted of gabbros with extremely low

potassium and plagiogranites. As we got higher up the

sequence there was evidence of more water and silica in the

system, with rocks so silica rich some contained free quartz.

By our fourth stop the layers of ultramafic and mafic rocks

had been cut by a variety of dykes, the first of which were

plagiogranite with poorly visible chilled margins, the later

ones dolerite. Unfortunately, since Costas’s last visit someone

had built a house obscuring the middle of this 100m long

sequence, however, we were able to pick up the last two

intrusive events the other side of the build. Most only had one

chilled margin indicating that they had themselves been

intruded by a later dyke.

Chilled margins are formed when intruded hot melt cools

rapidly. So if a subsequent dyke forms alongside an earlier

one there are two chilled margins, but if it intrudes, and splits

the first, only the new one will have two chilled margins

(Figure 2). We became rapidly expert at spotting these at our

next stop as we walked along and examined 400m of sheeted

dykes. Our final stop, before a very late lunch at the same

cafe as the previous day was for a ‘Moho’ photo where we

toasted crossing from the mantle to the earth’s crust. The

Mohorovic Discontinuity is of course defined by a change in

seismic wave velocity and our location was an, unsurprisingly,

Figure 1: Troodos GeoPark garden

Field Meeting Report: Field Meeting Report: Cyprus Cyprus 16th - 23rd April, 201616th - 23rd April, 2016

Led By: Costas Xenophontos & Paul NathanailLed By: Costas Xenophontos & Paul Nathanail By: Lesley ExtonBy: Lesley Exton
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sheared contact of mantle and crustal rocks. As the cafe also

gave us a sample of the local ‘zivania’ liquor with our food

most us fell asleep on the journey back to the hotel! A hot

Tuesday morning saw us

standing on lava at the top of

the ophiolite complex, in front

of us was a hollow which had

been infilled by a deposit of

umber, a hydrothermal

sediment, formed by the

deposition of fine particles

from black smokers. The joints

had been filled with phosphatic

material. The site showed

signs of recent extraction and

Costas was worried that with

other known sites, notably in

the Troulli inlier within the

United Nations buffer zone on

this divided part of Europe,

now exhausted, this exposure

would soon disappear too. Our

next stop was the Akaki River

bed close to the contact of the

ophiolite and carbonate

sediments part of the Lefkara

Formation (65Ma). Here, after

a fight through the brambles

for some of the group following

Costas on his path (the rest

found a much easier route) we

examined pillow lavas, formed

as a result of submarine

volcanic activity. Working out

how to tell if they were the

right way up by looking at the

density of olivine crystals and

the location of vesicles trapped

inside the pillows. There are

two series of pillow

lavas historically

known as Upper and

Lower but this

distinction has not

stood the test of time.

The Malounda

Bridge stop showed

that not all extruded

lavas form pillows;

here we also had

sheet lava with

columnar jointing at

the bottom and

irregular rubble at the

top (Figure 3). All the

pillow lavas here were

from the lower part of

the sequence. A little

further along we saw a

dyke that turned into a

lava flow and another than never made it, cooling to glass

(hyaloclastite) that shattered when it moved again. Multiple

dykes in the lower pillow lavas at Maroullenas River, were

followed by two photo stops, the first in Palekhori at one of

the four deep boreholes that Kostas had been involved in

drilling in the area, that had confirmed the idea of multi-

magma chambers and the second in front of some sheeted

dykes. Our final stop of the

day was at a coffee shop in

Askas, run by Paul’s cousin,

where we sampled a selection

of local sweets made by his

Aunt Maria and then sang

happy birthday to her!

Our final day in the Troodos

was a series of road-side stops

starting with a poorly sorted

polymictic breccia with

epiclastic volcanic clasts

formed by the erosion of

igneous terrain. This was part

of the Arakapas transform

fault. We were asked to

imagine walls 1km high, with

scree coming down between

boninitic (silica/magnesium-

rich) lava flows and being

deposited at the base of the

fracture zone. Silica and

magnesium is now available

due to the addition of water

and the melting of olivine

crystals. As we moved along

the face we came to a shear

zone where we worked out the

red material above an area

with monimictic clasts had

been pushed in from the right.

The same boninitic lava could

be seen as dykes cutting

through harzburgite at our

next stop. However, we failed

to locate an extrusion of

wehrlite that Costas

sent us over the

roadside safety barrier

and down the slope to

find. He then

produced a sample he

had secreted behind

one of the barrier

supports from the last

time he had visited to

show us. Another

exposure of sheeted

dykes followed, with

very fine grained

chilled margins and

coarse grained centres

which let water in, so

are eroding away

leaving the margins

standing proud

(Figure 4). 

Pillow lavas with sediments on top should have been our

next stop but they were no longer there; the site had been

dug over and planted with cacti. So as a bit of a minor

consolation we sampled some tangerines from the

Figure 2:  Chilled margin

Figure 3:  Malounda Bridge
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surrounding trees. I did manage to find one piece of pillow

lava which, after photos had been taken, Costas had me hide

behind the telegraph pole for future visits. Walking back down

the road brought us to another exposure which looked to all

intents like another dyke until you got up close. It was

actually sediments on top of shale that had later been tilted.

We then walked through one of the orchards, trying not to

slip on all the fallen fruit to another sediment sequence which

did have a dyke cutting through it.

After lunch we reached the north boundary of the Arakapas

transform fault which we worked out

ran northwest/  southeast. On one side

was fine grained pillow lavas and on the

other another fracture zone.  As you

continue north the dykes change

alignment to approximately north to

south. Palaeomagnetism has shown the

dykes have moved and aren’t in their

original alignment. The next stop

brought pillow lavas cut by dykes with

infill boninitic lavas which were different

from those seen this morning. 

We ended the field part of the day in

Pareklisha looking at sediments, round

fine grained wind blown (Aeolian)

cemented quartz sandstone. This was

capped by chalk on the opposite side

with valleys full of bentonitic clay. There

was no structure, as it was a reworking

of individual blocks moved down slope.

It was an early start Thursday as we

had a long drive to Skouriotissa, the

only working copper mine on the

island. We were early for Hellenic Copper Mines Ltd (HCM)

open day (for which we had pre booked), so had time to stop

off to examine their ancient slagheap next to the Argentine

Headquarters of the United Nations Force in Cyprus

(UNFICYP) (Figure 5). The tour started with a presentation in

the canteen by one of the site’s mining engineers which gave

a brief history of mining since 2600BC on the site. It is the

first mine in Europe to employ hydrometallurgy and this

process was then explained; starting with either high grade

(above 0.27%) or low grade (above 0.13%) through to

producing 99.99% pure copper cathodes. Finally he outlined

the research they were doing into which bacteria were best in

the leaching stage and the outreach projects with the local

communities, schools and universities. Output is dependent

on price; they currently produce 200 tonnes of copper per

month. 

We then took the bus into the mine and

a point overlooking the current workings.

It was originally an underground mine but

is now an opencast pit. There are 3 mines.

Phoenix is almost mined out and is being

used as a reservoir and tailing pond. They

are now mining Phoukasa which has an

umber deposit in the centre. We then

drove past the heap leaching piles to the

treatment plant, where after looking into

the solvent extraction tanks at the bright

blue liquid, we crossed to the

electrowinning plant where they lifted up

sets of plates now coated in copper for us

to see. Each one would weigh between 2-

2.3 tonnes. The copper would be peeled

off.

The hotel had provided us with

impressively sized boxed packed lunches

which HCM let us eat in their canteen (as

the workers had already eaten).  Coming

back to Lefkosia, Paul took us to the Cyprus Geological

Survey Department offices which had actually closed for the

day. However,  as the Director appeared to be working late

Paul persuaded him to open up so we could see the display in

the entrance hall and purchase any maps and memoirs

(Figure 6). Most of us then visited the Cyprus Museum

(Archaeological) before making our way to a Greek

restaurant near ‘Check-Point Charlie’ for dinner. A few more

of the party had turned vegetarian for the evening after last

night’s traditional Cypriot meal, but we still had far more

meat than we could eat. The evening excitement was not

over; the coach broke down on the way back to Paphos

Figure 4: Chilled margins standing proud

Figure 5: Skouriotissa slag heap
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having leaked oil all day. We passed the time waiting for the

replacement coach to arrive compiling a geological play list,

which included, ‘Down down deeper and down’, ‘Under

pressure’ and ‘Breaking up is hard to do’.

Friday was spent locally in the Mamonia Complex, with our

first stop just along the coast from Paphos. There are two

lithologic groups, Dhiarizos – igneous and reef limestones

and Aylos Photios – sedimentary deposits including

turbidites. Tectonized and fragmented material had been

deposited in a passive margin, however, there was also a

string of volcanic islands in the suture zone between Africa

and Cyprus so there is a

strong association between

reefs and lavas. After

enjoying the view across to

Petra tou Romiou

(Aphrodite’s birthplace) most

of the party descended the

slope down to the beach and

walked along to it (the rest

went on the coach to wait at

the cafe with Costas). Here

we found yet more pillow

lavas, a mud flow deposit and

Petra tou Romiou turned out

to be a brecciated limestone

over pillow lava.

Moving inland to the

bedded sedimentary rocks in

Dhiarizos Valley we found

mudstones and thin grey

siltstones and sands on one

side and thicker sandstones

with mudstones on the other.

Closer examination showed

the beds had been thrust over and were upside down. We

were becoming a little blazé about pillow lavas by now, but

the next example was something really different (Figure 7).

Our final stop before lunch at the Monastery of

Chrysorroyiatissa was a

stunning Upper Miocene

deposit of laminated gypsum.

After a quick look around the

monastery, and a chat with

the Abbot, we travelled on to

see a reverse fault through

upper pillow lavas overlain

with clay with calcite at the

fault contact which was our

last sight of the volcanics. 

We returned to Paphos

driving over the hummocky

terrain of a landslide (similar

to those seen in Derbyshire),

a back scar left by a recent

rotational slip was clearly

visible. Closer examination of

the material from a safe

distance revealed no bedding,

with clasts of variable size

and composition, including

sepentinite distributed

throughout the clay. We were

in the crunch zone between

Troodos and Mamonia looking

at the lubrication between

the two.

At our final meal that evening we toasted a successful trip

with some liquor from the monastery. Many thanks to Paul for

organising the trip and co-leading, and Costas for explaining

the fascinating geology of the island to us from a lifetime

devoted to its study.  

Figure 6: With the Director, Cyprus Geological Survey

Figure 7: Stripy Pillow lava
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Introduction

Paramoudra are curious barrel-shaped flint structures, a

common sight on West Runton’s wave cut chalk platform. The

accepted theory of their formation is around a worm burrow

within the sediment at the oxic/anoxic boundary but no worm

has ever been identified. Much evidence has recently been

found showing that sponges were building these structures

on the sea floor. Sponge fossils within the central chalk core,

trace fossils in the walls of paramoudra and sponge detail

across the flint and chalk of paramoudra show they

form concomitantly. Large flint rings and the stacks

of Paramoudra sinking into the sediment as the

weight of the structures increased, sediment

build-up against paramoudra on the oncoming tidal

flow side and next generation placement

downstream all evidences a sea floor situation. 

There was a strong North East tidal flow across

the Transitional province during the Cretaceous, as

a channel from the Tethys pushed up the Western

side of Eurasia towards the Arctic Sea. The map

produced for ‘The Chalk of the Eastern Counties’

documentation shows the channel’s bearing across

East Anglia. Exhalant dips to the North East rim of

in situ paramoudra, upstanding flint within a reef or

multi P structure to deflect neighbouring sponges

exhale, oval paramoudra and huge reefs both with

long axis North East, reinforce this directional

trend. Mapped sections of a one kilometre square

reef at West Runton (see Figure 1) confirm new

sponge placements trending in this same direction amid

larger paramoudra.

It is the start-up and development process of paramoudra

dealt with herein and this provides strong evidence for an

alternative to accepted theories of flint formation.

Paramoudra parva; basic patterns

The Glyndebourne finger flints sit

predominantly upright at the base of the New

Pit Chalk Formation, and were visible in

Plantation Quarry during Chalk East’s, Steeple

Morden & Ashwell field trip in March, 2016.

These small flints are Paramoudra parva, larval

distribution, start-up sponge placements which,

under favourable conditions, progressed into a

reef or nodular flints through a traceable form

and process.

Figure 2 shows a Glyndebourne flint between

two P parva from North Norfolk. The curved

‘toe’ of the finger flints point downstream in

situ. Inoceramus debris adheres onto the

Glyndebourne flint only on sheltered surfaces.

‘Protoflint’ the silica saturated sediment that

sponges produce to build these structures flows

around the sides and spirals down the back of

the flint. The cone-shaped top, Tecta, or roof,

here bent backwards by the strong tide, was

the sponge’s way of shutting down. When

conditions were deteriorating sponges produced

survival cells (gemmules) and raised them high

above chalk deposition. 

Figure 2 righthand side; from beneath

Cromer pier, reveals a sponge fossil within and

dark toxin build up to lower area. Figure 2

lefthand side; a soil flint; shows the same basic form with

sponge detail revealed at broken top and base. The dark

bronze area is the toxin deterrent sponges deploy around the 

Opinion Article: Opinion Article: Paramoudra and flint nodules Paramoudra and flint nodules 

By: Russell YeomanBy: Russell Yeoman

Figure 1: Mapped sections of reef. The North East trend was

not apparent until the grid went onto the jumble of in situ

flint, sponge locus and paramoudra

Figure 2: Glyndebourne finger flint from Plantation quarry

Steeple Morden at centre and two P parva flints from Norfolk
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structure to prevent crustaceans burrowing. This sits

within a fracture line where this and many other

paramoudra break vertically, as the one on the right

has. The P typica in Figure 3 shows a 400mm high

paramoudra, at West Runton, Norfolk, also broken in

this manner. Note sponge ichnofossil (Rimprint) on

inside wall and small section of pyrite sponge fossil.

Figure 4 shows a derived flint nodule from Station quarry

shaped by the fast current, the surface striated by tidal flow

and debris. The centre has the same basic form and

projections as the finger flint behind. It had been knocked

over by the tide but was held in place by the downstream

toe. The broader top of the fallen flint provides a larger basal

area which the sponges form into bigger paramoudra with

chalk core and central tail stem. (Figure 5; centre of bottom

line) Faunal debris, which settled in slack water behind the

upright P parva, adheres to the underside of toppled

nodules. This identifiable process, projections and direction

of growth are shown in Figure 5 and have been noted on

dozens of beach, outwash, soil and building nodules. 

This form of Paramoudra parva is informally called ‘A’. (A

is for Ashwell.)

‘B’ is for ball.

Ball shaped flints are an easily identifiable nodule ranging

in Figure 6 from 115mm to 38mm diameter. Five out of the

six nodules have sponge detail emerging top and bottom

with cracks running across the surface between them. 

When these ball shape flints fracture, most

reveal sponge fossils inside.  Sponges were using

these protoflint spheres (and other P parva

shapes) as embryonic ‘fluid’ with a similar function

and viscosity to frog spawn. Tough enough to stay

together but malleable, allowing the sponge to

grow and emerge.  

The majority of flint nodules are of a sea floor

origin, sponge placements distributed by the tide

to form reefs as evidenced at West Runton,

Norfolk. As the larval distribution thinned out over

distance the number of resultant nodules would

diminish in a North East direction as seen at

Station quarry, Steeple Morden.

Figure 3: Vertically cracked P typica at
West Runton, Norfolk

Figure 4: Derived nodule and finger flint
from Station quarry

Figure 6: P parva ‘B’ Ball shaped flints

Figure 5: Eleven P. parva ’A’ (top left is joined double).
Direction of growth is to upper right. ‘Toe’ points downward

at base with typical 2 projections to left and 1 to right on
most. The first and third from top left, show rimprint and

pyrite sponge fossil.
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The North Charnwood field meeting started from the car

park of Mount St Bernard Abbey. Here the nine participants

were greeted by Keith Ambrose, our leader for the day. Keith

was about to retire after long service with the British

Geological Survey (BGS). He introduced us to the geology of

Charnwood Forest and issued a substantial handout based on

recent work in Charnwood by John Carney and colleagues at

BGS.

Charnwood Forest is one of the few places in England where

Precambrian volcanic rocks can be seen. The rocks are of

andesite and dacite composition, typical of an island arc

situated over a subduction zone. As would be

expected, the rocks show a range of igneous and

pyroclastic textures resulting from fresh magma

coming into contact with sea water. The

Precambrian rocks were folded into a NW-SE

trending anticline with associated cleavage during

the Silurian Caledonian orogeny.

Erosion of the volcanics under desert conditions

during the Permian produced a landscape with

jagged peaks. This was then buried by red Triassic

sediments. Erosion is now removing the soft

Triassic sediments and exhuming the hard volcanic

rocks. The result is the present landscape of

Charnwood forest where gentle slopes underlain by

the Triassic are interspersed with isolated rough

crags of Precambrian volcanics.

The Abbey was a good place to start as it was

built in the nineteenth century with local building

stones (Figure 1). The roof is constructed of

Cambrian Swithland Slate, a poor quality but locally

available roofing slate that was displaced by

imported Welsh slate at the end of the nineteenth century.

The freestone making the corners and window surrounds is

probably Middle Jurassic oolitic limestone. However the main

geological interest is in the walls which are made largely of

blocks of the Peldar Dacite Breccia, a dark fine grained rock

with phenocrysts of plagioclase and quartz (Figure

2). This was formed by quenching and shattering of

dacite magma intruding into wet sediments. One

variant is pale coloured because of devitrification of

the glass. Another is medium-grained greenish grey

quartz dacite.

Next to the abbey church is an outcrop of the St

Bernard Tuff Member, part of the Charnwood Lodge

Volcanic Formation. It consists of thin tuff beds

sometimes showing graded bedding. The beds dip at

60o to the SW, although the group did not find this

easy to see. There was also a poorly developed

cleavage dipping at about 85o to the north.  

We then drove a short distance to the next locality.

The famous “Bomb Rock” lies in an SSSI as the type

area of the Charnwood Lodge Volcanic Formation

(Figure 3). The SSSI itself is enclosed within a

National Nature Reserve because of its heathland

and crags. The bomb rock at this locality contains

abundant blocks of andesite up to 50 cm long in a

coarse agglomerate matrix. There was some

inconclusive discussion as to whether the outcrop

showed bedding. Keith explained that “Bomb” is not

an appropriate word to describe the andesite blocks.

It implies that the blocks were liquid when ejected into the air

and should show some aerodynamic shape or distortion on

impact which the andesite blocks do not.  Rather they have

angular to rounded edges as though abrading each other in a

debris flow, a process exemplified by eruptions on Montserrat

in the 1990s.

Field Meeting Report: Field Meeting Report: North CharnwoodNorth Charnwood 22nd May, 201622nd May, 2016

Led By: Keith AmbroseLed By: Keith Ambrose By: Will JonesBy: Will Jones

Figure 1: Mount St Bernard Abbey

Figure 2: Keith points to a phenocryst in a block of Peldar

Dacite Breccia
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As the weather was warm and dry we decided to consume

our packed lunches sitting on these enigmatic rocks.

Afterwards a short walk brought us to the next locality, an

outcrop of the Grimley Andesite. This was a homogeneous

rock 70m thick here with well–developed joint surfaces.

Its chemical composition is the same as the blocks in the

Bomb Rock. The BGS interprets the Grimley Andesite as a

viscous plug of lava in the vent of a volcano which grew

and periodically collapsed to produce debris flows such as

the Bomb Rock.

The next stop was at the northern knoll of Warren Hills

where we walked across a gentle slope underlain by

Triassic sediments until we reached a craggy hilltop of

large boulders of agglomeratic tuff with fragments up to

1cm long. This is also part of the Charnwood Lodge

Volcanic Formation but much finer grained than the Bomb

Rock.

A short walk brought us to the middle knoll where we

saw a zone of tuffaceous sandstone containing clasts of

laminated siltstone. This readily identifiable horizon is

used as a marker for the junction between the Beacon Hill

and Bradgate Formations, below and above respectively.

The southern knoll shows the volcaniclastic sands of the

Bradgate Formation. Bedding, cleavage and way up (from

graded bedding) were all discussed at this outcrop. 

The high point of the day, both topographically and

metaphorically, was a walk up Bardon Hill. Starting out on

the Ivanhoe Way footpath on the northern side of the hill,

we came to a line of large blocks from the quarry. These

mainly consist of green and pink andesitic Bardon Breccia

but also include one block of dark grey Peldar Porphyritic

Dacite as seen in the walls of the abbey (Figure 3). One

other unusual block is a coarse mixture of andesite and

mudstone clasts.  

The path continued around the east side of the hill

where we able to see the large, lower-lying area due to be

developed as an extension to the main quarry. It then

climbed steeply up to the top of the hill. Just below the

top, Keith told us that gold had been found somewhere

near there and that several other metallic ore minerals

had been discovered on Bardon Hill, usually associated

with the sub-Triassic unconformity. We finally reached the

summit which, at 278m, is the highest point in Charnwood

Forest. Before us was a vast hole with its floor below sea

level, Bardon Quarry (Figure 5).

The quarry is being excavated mostly in Precambrian

andesitic rocks of the Bardon Breccia with Bradgate

Formation sediments to the south and Peldar Dacite to the

north. The rocks were formed as andesite magma intruded

into the loose Bradgate sediments just below the sea floor.

Intimate mixing of the lava and sediments produced rocks

made from both components. The unconformity was

beautifully exposed at the western end of the quarry with

red Triassic sediments of the Mercia Mudstone infilling a V-

shaped valley in the surface of the Precambrian to a visible

depth of about 100m.

There was a little time left so Keith took us to a final

unscheduled stop at Morley Quarry. The quarry faces

exposed rocks of the Blackbrook Reservoir Formation

where again we discussed bedding in these fine-grained

volcanoclastic sediments.  Triassic red beds appeared at

the top of one face, lying on a generally horizontal but

irregular unconformity surface.

At this point it was agreed that time was up. Geoff Swan

proposed a vote of thanks to Keith, and gave him an

appropriate bottle. The participants then went their

various ways, satisfied with a day out in the Precambrian.

Figure 3: The Bomb Rock

Figure 4: Andesitic Bardon Breccia in a quarry block

Figure 5:  Bardon Quarry: view from the summit
towards the Triassic-filled valley
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Curry Fund Article: Public awareness of our natural heritage in suburban environmentsCurry Fund Article: Public awareness of our natural heritage in suburban environments

By Nicholas PierpointBy Nicholas Pierpoint

We received six applications for consideration at our June

meeting. Of these four received funding, one was deferred for

supplementary information and one was refused. The Lion

Salt Works was awarded a grant of up to £1,872 towards

three display panels and website content on the Geology of

the Cheshire Plain. This relatively new museum near

Northwich has won a number of awards for its innovative

approach telling the story of salt and its impacts on the local

area. It has recently been encouraged to broaden its scope to

include information on the geology of the area and explain

how and when the salt formed. 

Frome Museum requested a grant of £3,000 for art work (a

diorama) to support an exhibition of objects from ‘Browne’s

Hole – a prehistoric cave and hyena den’. The exhibition will

run from the end of August to mid-November 2016. The

Committee agreed a grant of up to £1,500 towards the cost

with the suggestion that the QRA might be able to offer

additional funding towards this interesting project. An

application from Bristol Museum Development Trust for a

grant of £3,000 towards the cost of displaying the almost

complete fossil Pliosaurus carpenter at the Bristol Museum &

Art Gallery was agreed. The Curry Fund grant will enable a

bespoke mount to be made for the fossil which will be part of

an interactive exhibition ‘Pliosaur! Bringing the Beast back to

life’ during the summer of 2017. 

Lewes Town Partnership’s application requested a grant of

£2,949 towards its Family Fossil Festival to be held on 24th

September 2016. A grant of up to £500 was offered towards

the cost of producing and printing brochures for the event.

The application from Gary Lemin for £3,000 towards

expenses for his project ‘Cornwall Unearthed’ was refused. A

decision on Gloucestershire Geology Trust’s application for

£2,640 towards its project ‘Talking Landscape Trails of

Gloucestershire’ was deferred, pending further information. 

A reminder: 2016 is the 30th Anniversary of the Curry Fund

and we are planning a display featuring some of the many

projects that have received grants or interest-free loans from

the Fund during this time at the GA’s Festival of Geology

(FoG) in London on Saturday 5th November.  

If you, or any group or organisation you know of has

received a grant or loan from the Curry Fund during this time,

please do get in touch. We’d like a very short, but well-

illustrated report of how the grant or loan enabled your

project to come to fruition. We plan to include these in the

display at the FoG in November. 

curryfund@geologistsassociation.org.uk

Curry Fund ReportCurry Fund Report

By Susan BrownBy Susan Brown

Each year a number of local geological groups visit a cluster

of Hertfordshire Puddingstone and Sarcenstone blocks at

Castle Hill Road in Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire in the Eastern

Chilterns, which is one of only twenty or so RIGS sites in the

county. These blocks are described in detail in Hertfordshire

Geology and Landscape (Ed J Catt 2010). On a recent field

trip with the Reading Geological Society to

this site a discussion ensued which also

included local resident (Prof Eric Brown and

others) about why an information plaque had

not been installed! Apparently there had been

much discussion on the merits of a plaque

over the last 20 years but not much progress.

At the following Hertfordshire Geological

Society committee meeting I agreed to lead

the action to see what could be achieved. I

have a retired army friend who often said –

‘someone who volunteers does not fully

understand the challenge!’

Hertfordshire Puddingstone is a

conglomerate of typically well rounded flint

pebbles, embedded fine pale coloured micro

to crypto crystalline siliceous cement. The

pebbles are considered to have been

deposited during the Palaeogene as rafts or

lenticular masses at the time of the Upnor

and Reading Formations (51-55 million years

ago). They were subsequently cemented with silcrete, which

forms near the surface in high temperatures where

groundwater with dissolved silica percolates through loose

sediments and silica precipitates. The source of the silica is

thought to be from the weathering of silicate minerals

including clays.  

Figures 1: The plaque in place
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At this site one of the blocks exhibits

a sharp transition from Puddingstone to

Sarcenstone which is a matrix of

silicified quartzose sand with occasional

floating flint pebbles. In this part of the

county puddingstone is typically found

as discreet blocks in younger sediments

(Neogene and Quaternary) as

consequence of erosion and disruption.

It is possible these particular blocks had

been transported to Castle Hill by a

process such as solifluction, before

being moved to their current resting

place by builders during nearby house

construction.

In Berkhamsted there are a number

of plaques at strategic historic sites

detailing our human heritage. In the

proposal to the GA’s Curry Fund the

case was made for an opportunity to

provide information about our natural

heritage in a clear and concise manner.

Following a successful application, the

next step involved simultaneous

consultations with interested

stakeholders, including the local

residents association, Town Council, and Dacorum Borough

Council Highways Department who maintain the footpaths

and grass verges on behalf of the County Council.

Thankfully the Highways Department records showed there

were no utilities or cables beneath the verge where we

proposed to dig and install the plaque. They had formally

“licensed our proposal but the responsibility to conduct the

work safely and without damaging any underground services

rests with your organisation”. Adding “Sounds heavy but, if

you dig carefully, you should have no problems.  Dig by hand

and carefully!” What is worse

damaging a fibre optic cable

belonging to Sky or breaking

through into a water pipe?

Following an assessment of

plaque styles and prices a

contractor was selected. They are

based in Rochester Kent, about 2

miles away from the coastal

village of Upnor on the River

Medway. How serendipitous that

the sign describing the type

Hertfordshire Puddingstone in

Berkhamsted should be

fabricated so close to the type

section for the Upnor Formation,

which is at Lower Upnor Pit, north

of Chatham, Kent.  

( h t t p : / / w w w. b g s . a c . u k /

lexicon/lexicon.cfm?pub=UPR). 

It took 8 months to get

everything lined up to install the

plaque, 2 hours to put in place

and we hope it will provide a long

legacy of making the wider public

aware of our natural heritage.

Thanks to the GA’s Curry Fund for providing financial

support and my fellow diggers.

Reference

Catt.J  (Ed) Hertfordshire Geology and Landscape (2010) p

110.  Publ Hertfordshire Natural History Society.

Figures 2: The author provides scale for the ‘outcrop’

Figures 3: and the ‘workforce’ admire their hard work!
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Christopher John Wood 

18th August 1939 – 27th January 2016

‘Chris’ to all his family, friends and colleagues enhanced the

world of Cretaceous research for nearly 50 years. He died of

cancer in hospital in Taunton, Somerset, 27th January, 2016.

Chris went to the same school in Hertfordshire as Richard

Bromley and Jack Doyle and all three went on to become

Cretaceous geologists of note having first been stimulated by

finding fossils in their school long-jump sand pit and then in

their local Chiltern Hills Chalk pits. Chris studied geology at

Reading University and then joined the British Geological

Survey as their Cretaceous Palaeontologist based at the

Geological Museum (now part of the Natural History

Museum) in Exhibition Road, London. When BGS moved to

Keyworth, in Nottinghamshire, Chris chose to take

redundancy which gave him time to focus on his immense

collaborative work with the Cretaceous Working Groups

world-wide, especially with his German colleagues. In his

final years he was a key editor and reviewer for the journals

Cretaceous Research and Acta Geologica Polonica spending many long hours helping authors convert their manuscripts

into perfect English. He was a tenacious and ‘picky’ reviewer, demanding the highest standards of scientific accuracy and

his favourite phrase “..you cannot say that…” will be long remembered. 

In his early years as a professional geologist he was lucky to survive a life-threatening accident when he was buried by

sand in a trial pit excavated in the Haldon Greensand in southeast Devon that collapsed burying him completely. A quick

thinking Chris stuck his hand in the air with his pencil sticking upwards and this was all his rescuers could see. The

excavator driver and those with him managed to quickly extricate him but the weight of sand had partially crushed his

skull despite wearing a helmet. This accident affected his eyesight and in later years he found it very difficult to use a

microscope and he suffered from severe headaches.

Chris’s contribution to the geology of the UK has been immense and included many of the seminal BGS reports and

memoirs on the Cretaceous of Northern Ireland and the Cretaceous of England. His work in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire led

to the new lithostratigraphy and maps for the Northern Province of Lincolnshire and Yorkshire. His contributions to

understanding the Cretaceous of East Anglia and to inland Dorset have been equally important. In the international arena,

Chris worked since the 1970s on the various Cretaceous Working Groups and as a voting member contributed to the

decisions on the stage and substage divisions of the Cretaceous.

Chris was slight of build but this hid a steely determination and physical endurance. As part of preparing the book ‘British

Upper Cretaceous Stratigraphy’ it was necessary to remeasure all the Cretaceous field sections in the Inner Hebrides. One

section on the northeast side of Beinn Iaidain in Morvern, required a long trek across typically mountainous, rough, boggy

ground in extreme wet weather. Having dug out, measured and collected the vital samples from the section the trek back

in a virtual ‘white-out’ was only navigable by following the torrent along the contact between the Moine schists and the

Mesozoic rocks. The durable Chris managed this arduous trek at the age of 60 with relative ease, revived at the end by

a large glass of whisky. He was not averse to stripping off to his underwear and diving into cold Scottish burns to dig out

vital evidence. Wherever he was working, his desire for detailed accuracy led him to spend many hours if not days on the

same stratigraphical horizon painstakingly taking it apart until he was satisfied all the possible evidence had been

collected.

In his last years Chris moved with his partner Jenny and family from South Croydon to Minehead, Somerset. Chris, in

addition to maintaining his geological editorial work became an influential member of the Town, helping to set up and run

the U3A geology group and furthering his great interest in birdwatching (owls being especially important) and recording

wildlife, including active participation in the U3A photography group. Chris was proud to be a member of the enthusiastic

team that initiated the first-ever Minehead Museum in March 2014. It was a tribute to his wide interests and contributions

to science and to his local society that a celebration of Chris’s life held in Minehead on 11th April 2016 included so many

speakers from geology and the town of Minehead including the Somerset Wildlife Trust, Minehead and District U3A,

Amnesty International, West Somerset Labour Party and local archaeologists whom he had helped. Tributes had also been

sent from his many colleagues in Europe including the German Cretaceous Subcommission on which Chris was a full voting

member.

Chris will be remembered as a very loyal friend, generous with his time and knowledge, as a consummate editor,

outstanding palaeontologist and excellent field geologist. It is fitting that in his last months the Yorkshire Geological

Society awarded him the John Phillips Medal for his major contributions to the Yorkshire Cretaceous. Despite being very

weak from cancer, Chris made the journey from Somerset to Yorkshire and gave a marvellous acceptance speech.

Chris is survived by his partner Jenny Lennon-Wood, stepdaughter Siobhán with husband Steve and their son Lorcan to

whom Chris was ‘Owlpa’.

Rory Mortimore
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By the time this issue of the GA Magazine drops through

your letter box, the summer, such as it is this year, will be

almost over. However, optimists can always hope for an

Indian Summer and the weather hasn’t stopped any of our

Rockwatch field trips.

One, a first for us, was to

Cambridgeshire where we

explored Jurassic sediments

in Dimmock’s Cote Quarry

and Commissioner’s Pit with

Simon Kelly. This was a

similar trip to the one Simon

ran last year for the GA and

I think he was not quite sure

how he might best manage a

group of children, albeit with

their parents and

grandparents, on a field trip.

But there’s a ‘first time’ for

everything; the trip was

excellent and I think (hope)

Simon was pleased with the

day’s events. The

Rockwatchers certainly

were. Everyone found fossils

to add to their collections

including corals, bivalves, crinoid ossicles, echinoids and their

spines and trace fossils. In addition, Simon got the children

(and the adults) to sketch

the cross-section near

Commissioner’s Pit based

on the information they

had gathered during the

early afternoon. It was an

excellent exercise and gave

everyone a great sense of

satisfaction when they

(mostly) completed it.

And, it was another trophy

to take home. It’s a

marvellous addition to any

field trip when participants

are set relatively simple

tasks based on what they

have done during the trip.

It’s a challenge, it

reinforces what they have

seen earlier in the day,

encourages group

discussion, sharing of information and helping the youngsters

to put their day into context. And, it encourages them to

reach a conclusion based on the evidence they have gathered

in the field: an extremely valuable learning experience.

The annual weekend field trip to South Wales with Steve

Howe focussed on Carboniferous plants, something we’ve not

studied in detail on previous visits. True to form, our keen-

eyed young Rockwatchers found some superb fossil plant

specimens. We began the visit at Big Pit, an old coal mine,

originally an iron mine and now part of the National Museum

of Wales. Coal mines are now very much a feature of the past

and not a part of children’s experiences these days as they

were in mine, so the

children found it very

exciting to explore the old

underground mine works,

once they’d been ‘kitted

up’. After visiting the rest

of the museum above

ground and a picnic lunch

in traditional Welsh

weather, we headed off for

fossil hunting on the old

tips above Blaenafon, (see

Figure 2) where the wind

howled and the mist

swirled obscuring all the

surrounding countryside.

However, everyone found

fossils including Calamites,

Cordaites and some small

fossil leaves, possibly

Annularia. 

The second day we were

in sunshine just above an old mine cut on the edge of the tips

that we explored the day before. Here again, the children’s

sharp eyes saw lots of

fossils to collect including

some nice sections of

Stigmaria. After a short

walk around the area we

stopped at another old

mining cut where they

found the remains of a

rather large, but

unidentified tree. After a

picnic lunch and a

discussion on the

provenance of a fallen

block we walked over

Gilwern Hill with its

spectacular views over the

countryside. We rested

here whilst Steve

expounded on the geology

then walked round the hill

a little way to Tyla Quarry

to explore its Lower Coal Measures sediments. There were

very few fossils there and nothing was collected other than a

rather fine block of fossilised mudcracks to add to the

Rockwatch fossil collection.

We have many more member field trips planned for the late

summer and early autumn and as I write this I am just about

to head off for our 14th annual residential week on the World

Heritage Jurassic Coat of Dorset & East Devon with the theme 

Rockwatch NewsRockwatch News

By Susan BrownBy Susan Brown

Figure 1: Simon explaining some of the finer points at
Dimmock's Cote Quarry

Figure 2: Coal tip above Blaenafon
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this year of ‘The Importance of Geoconservation’.  We also

have a number public events coming up, including Sidmouth

Science Festival, a dinosaur weekend at the Wetlands Centre

in Barnes SW London and the GA’s Festival of Geology at UCL

in London on 5th and 6th November. The highlight of the year

for winners of the annual competition is the prize-giving day

with the competition’s sponsor Anglo American Group

Foundation at its HQ in central London. So lots to look

forward to and keep us busy.

Our new website is gradually being populated with more

information and we are slowly getting used to managing it.

Do contact us if you have any news or information you would

like publicising on it and we’ll do our best to get it on the site.

As you’ll spot on our website, we are putting together a

gallery of former members many of whom are now

professional geologists or working in allied careers. Others

have followed different career pathways but all have

benefitted in many ways from their early Rockwatch

membership.

It only remains for me to thank everyone who gives their

help, time, expertise and enthusiasm to Rockwatch and its

many activities for, without your generosity, we could not

provide such a wealth of opportunity for the many young

people who have been, and continue to become, members of

our great club, Rockwatch. 

Figure 3: My first Rockwatch field trip South Wales

This pocket guide to the fossils of Bracklesham and Selesy

by David Bone is a completely revised and updated version of

his earlier guide to the same area. It also takes into account

the major coastal changes which occurred

after the Environment Agency scheme at

Medmerry and the Bun Leisure sea defences.

The guide is well illustrated mainly with

David’s superb photographs and sketches

adapted by David and credited as

appropriate. After a brief introduction come a

number of short sections to explain the

geology and put it in context for the collector.

There’s information on the fossils likely to be

found on these beaches; where to look for

fossils; Sites of Special Scientific Interest

(SSSI); a short section on Geologists at

Bracklesham and the final section putting the

geology into context comes with

reconstructing the past.

I like the small, specific information boxes

dotted throughout the book. These give more details about

specific things including how fossils are named, how modern

shells can be distinguished from fossil shells and how rocks

can be dated. Then comes the ‘nitty gritty’ of the book, with

details of the fossil beds, lavishly illustrated with excellent

photographs of the fossils likely to be found in them. These

sections are invaluable for any collector. The fossil finds

include Cardita, Turitella, Nummulites, gastropods, sharks

and rays, fruits and seeds, and a range of vertebrate fossils

including fish scales and vertebrae and fragments of turtle

shell, to give an idea of the range of fossils found there. 

The final sections explain how some of the

fossil finds might be pyritised and how

difficult these are to preserve or some might

be formed in flint and how this was formed.

Photographs show the state of some of the

fossils found on these beaches which is very

useful as not all are as the perfect examples

shown in text books and thus can be difficult

for the beginner, especially, to identify. The

short section explaining the impact of the Ice

Age on the geology of the area, the Selsey

Mammoth find during the early 1900’s and

later mammoth finds which wash up on the

beach from time to time, round off the

geological story. 

The book concludes with helpful tips for

making a fossil collection, cleaning the fossils

and sediment sampling.  There’s a useful fossil check list and

a good bibliography on the final pages.

I do recommend this excellent little pocket guide to fossil

collecting in the Selsey and Bracklesham area. It is excellent

value, beautifully illustrated, full of helpful tips and practical

information and readily available from the author:

david@dajbone.plus.com 

Book Review: The geology and fossils of Bracklesham and Selsey: a geological guide

By: David Bone 

Limanda Publishing, Chichester. 40pp. 2016. ISBN 978-0-9562018-3-6 Price £4.00 plus p&p
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